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Maintain the Moral
High Ground:
You Can't Always Trust What You Read

w

inter has reared its ugly head and the Legislature is
already in session. By the time you receive this, it

will be February. The TCDLA spring trip to Park City will
have passed and spring will be right around the corner. With
spring comes the renewal of the earth and the smells and
sounds that make us feel young, regardless of our ages.
Iurge you to use this spring to r e c h g e
your batteries so that you can continue to
fght the good fight. We bang our heads
far too often into brick walls: we must
constantly revitalize our commitments to
excellence md to defending the constitutional rights we cherish. I urge you to
find some quiet time this spring - to
find a balance between your professional
and your personal Iife -so that you can
be the best you can be, pelsonally and
professionally.
This column is a cot&omeration of
miscellaneous and arguably unrelated
thoughts. It is a composition driven by
the cold of winter and the allure of
spring. But perhaps, you may find a
point, a thread, a tbeme,_andif so, so be
it. And if not, perhaps that is only
appropriate.
Recently, I read about what we
lawyeis allegedly think of selected federal judges in Texas. I read in silent
horror as Texas Lawyer reported what
our Biothers and Sisters allegedly said
about those judges, all without attributing the comments to any particular
lawyer. As I read, I wondered whether
this type af reporting was something
tbat we should be a paity to or something we should refuse to participate in
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or endorse.
It dawned on me tbat Texas Lmvyer
was no more accountable than the typical affiant in a search wanant affidavit,
who inevitably attributes probable
cause to the always unnamed CI (cooperating individual or confidential informant). I realized that any effort to
pieice the identity of the CI would be
fruitless, that any effo~tat a Franks v.
Delaware hearing would be futile. I
realized that we, as lawyers (including
the civil bar) were doing to the fedeial
judges exactly what some members of
law enforcement had being doing to our
clients for years. It dawned on me,
why do lawyers want to cloak their
identity-and say negative things aboutjudges? Is it because they have lost
cases, are f~strated,or ale not willing
to fade the heat? One judge in Austin
(Judge James Nowlin) was certainly
unfairly treated. And by whom, no one
[other than T a n s Lawyer) actually
knows. I know that I and certain other
members of TCDLA who practice in
federal court were not consulted. And
of the one or two attorneys I know who
were consulted, their positive comments, although justified, were not
reported. Of course, that is not the

By David L. Botsford
point: the point is "dumping" on a federal judge is not what we should be
doing. It is not the moral high ground.
As lawyers, we should and must have
respect for the judiciary. I respect every
judge, for he or she sits in a position
that demands respect. Whether a judge
is entitledJo lespect as a judge_should
never be in doubt: the answer is yes.
Whether a judge, as a man or woman, is
entitled to respect as an individual is a
personal decision each of us must make.
But there should be no doubt: a s a
judge, he or she is absolutely entitled to
respect. W e should not "dump" on
judges fkom behind the cloak of darkness and anonymity. That is disrespectful to both bench and bar and does nothing to further the plight of our clients
and our effort to gain respect and fair
treatment for our clients and ourselves.

Do we helieve what the Terns Lmvyeei
prints about our federal judges? Whj
should we helieve and put faith in thr
words of our auonyrnous brethren tc
any greater extent than we believe the
words of an affiant who relies on ar
anonymous CI? Are lawyers entitled tc
greaser credibility? Consider the plop0
sition. Ask yourselves why? It is fol
you, Brothers and Sistas, to make you1
own choice. I suggest to you: alwayr
keep the moral high ground and speab
not unless you can speak well.
Speak not unless you can speak well
Yesterday, a client - clearly lawyea
shopping-told me he had nayowed his
search down to two attorneys: an attor
ney in Houston or me. The client askec
me what I thought of the Houston attor
ney. What a temptation: bad mouth s
fellow attomey and get the case and fee
or speak honestly and pelhaps lose the
case and, presumably, the fee. In this
instance, the choice was simple because
the Houston attorney was one of m)
elosest friends. But what he had beer
someone I did not know, or even worse
someone I did not like or respect? The
answer should he the same: speak no1
unless you can speak well1
If however, we cannot contain our
selves, then we should channel the
desire to criticize to an appropriate
fomm. I pe~sonallybreak the principle
with great frequency. My columns ir
VOICE have been one example and my
testimony before the Texas legislature
has been another. But at least I put In)
name next to what I say and do, I stand
behind what I say, even though I realize
I may be wrong and I may be publicly
criticized for the positions I take.
I suggest that if you have a problem
with a judge, write him or her a lette~
when the case is over. Meet with the
judge in a non-judicial setting and talk tc
the judge, one on one, about the p~oblems. Remember Emmett Colvin's lette~
to Judge McBryde that was published in
VOICE a number of years ago (Emmetf
does have a way with words, regardless
of whether you agree or disagree with his
opinions). He did not speak well of
Judge McBryde, hut he had the guts to
put his name on the letter and let the
bench and bar know how he felt.
For those of you who are willing to
stand up and put your name, credibility
and your reputation behind a position,
TCDLA wants to make sure you have

that opportunity. Certainly, you can write
whatever you wish and seud it in for puhlication in VOICE. If you want to be
more proactive, the TCDLA Legislative
Committee wants and needs you. Please
call John Boston, Keith Hampton, Betty
Blackwell or me if you have the desire
and intemal fo~zitudeto come to Austin,
stand up before a legislative committee,
and explain to them why a certain bill
lights, makes
infringes on co~~stitutional
no logical sense, or is just plain unfair or
stupid. Channel the energy into constructive, meaningful actions that may just
result in positive legislative gains. Take a
stance, but not in a manner that makes us
no better than an aftiant who relies on an
uuidentified CI.
Some of us clearly do prefer anonymity. The specter of "Big Brother" reading
our lettem, listeuiag to our words, and
putting us into their computers is not
appealing. Being investigated, targeted
or heing within the zone of govemnent
interest is thought provoking, to be sure.
That is why the constitutions give us one
great moment of anonymity: the ballot
box. If you prefer anonymity, at least
exercise vote in every election you cau.
How many did not make it to the polls
this November? How and why can we
complain if we do not at least make it to
the polls?
I have read with some interest the
activities of the State Bar in its sting
investigations of civil attorueys allegedly soliciting personal injuy lawsuits.
Regardless of how we feel about the
State Bar, there is an element of poetic
justice realizing that civil attorneys may
now understand and appreciate at least
the tip of the iceberg: how it feels to
wonder whetherthe client of today is the
govermnent witness of tomorrow. Of
course, for those of us who practice
criminal law, that thought should always
be in our minds and control all of our
actions. Perhaps the differences (perceived or actual) between us - those
who practice primarily c ~ h i n alaw
l and
those who pmctice primarily civil law
-aregetting fewer aud less distinct.
The State Bar has passed Ethics
Opinion 514 [see 59 Tex. B.J. 181
(1996)l that says we act unethically if
v e tape record another without disclosng that we are taping them, despite that
,uch action is legal under state and fed:ral law. TCDLA believes this is utter
lonsense and only serves to demonstrate
VOL.26
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that the State Bar is out of touch with
the practice of law. Not evelyone can
afford a private investigator. We have
an obligation to intaview witnesses. If
a witness tells us "A," and on the stand
testifies to "not A," we will have to
withd~awunder the State Bar Rules if
we must testify to the prior inconsistent
statement. And everyone knows people
guard what they say when they know
that they are being taped. What is the
answer? Well, a TCDLA task force has
been appointed to deal with the situation. If you have thoughts on this topic,
please contact Chuck Lanebart, Jim
Damell, Dan Hurley andlor Bob Hinton.
Time will tell, hut pehaps the investigation of members practicing civil law by
the State Bar may make our efforts to
repeal this ethical opinion palatable to a
broader c~oss-sectionof the bar.
Spring approaches and the cycle of
life begins again, except on death row.
The situation on death row is bleak
indeed. Many state inmates may soon
lose their right to proceed into federal
court on a writ of habeas co~pus. For
those of you who answered our plea last
December, TCDLA thanks you; I thank
you. Our efforts are continuing:
TCDLA, former members of the Texas
Resource Center, and memhexs of the
Federal Habeas Assistance & Training
Project are putting on what will hopefully be the defmitive plogram on state
and federal habeas. This free seminar is
heing funded by TCDLA and the
Defender Services Division of the
Administrative Office of the United
States Court. I want to thank the Court
of Criminal Appeals for assisting
TCDLA in obtaining funding from the
federal government. This seminar will
he held in Austin on February 21 and
22, 1997. COME AND LEARN,
SHARE AND RENEW THE HOPE
THAT IS IN US ALL. We might just
lose our fear of state and federal habeas.
Do I helieve everything I read? No.
Do I believe thiugs are as they seem?
No. Do 1believe all of us - TCDLAcan make a difference? Yes! Will you
help TCDLA he the best it can be? That,
Brothels and Sisters, is up to you. But I
tell you this: I have received more letters
from members I have never met respondng to our plea for help and my hat goes
put to all who are in the trenches fighting
he good fight day after day. I salute
IOU. Keep up the mat work.
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Brand Loyalty
of the major services of TCDLA and its funded
,E program, the Criminal Defense Lawyers

Project, is to produce seminars and skills courses for criminal defense lawyers. Each year CDLP produces nine skills
courses/seminars. TCDLA as a state-wide organization is
especially fortunate that, thanks to an appropriated grant
from the Court of Criminal Appeals, CDLP is able to conduct eight two-day high quality s$ills courses in smaller
cities throughout Texas, reaching attorneys who otherwise
may have difficulty finding the time and resources to travel
to a seminar in one of the major metropolitan areas. The
other CDLP program is the acclaimed Criminal Trial
Advocacy Institute at Sam Houston State University in
Huntsville every year. This five-day program set for 9
through 14 March this year is an intensive trial practice
seminar designed to enhance the skills of any trial lawyer.
The Institute directors this year are Tim Evans and Lydia
Clay-Jackson.
-

TCDLA Seminars
TCDLA conducts three CLE programs throughout the State of Texas
and produces or co-sponsors two outof-state seminars annually. The first,
the WinterlSpring seminar, is usually in
February and is at a site chosen by the
TCDLA president. By the time you are
reading this TCDLA will have visited
Park City, Utah for this year's seminar
and conference. Robert Hirschhorn,

! who organized this seminar, arranged
! to have ten nationally known criminal

I

defense lawyers each give their top ten

/
/

selection to federal sentencing. In
June TCDLA will co-sponsor with
Gary Trichter and Bennie Ray a seminar and summer trip in St. Kitts. See
details elsewhere in this issue.

j tips, on subjects ranging from jury

!
/

On 20 and 21 March, next, TCDLA
will host the annual specialty seminar

By John Boston
in Dallas. Every spring, TCDLA
selects a different criminal defense
issue, and devotes an entire seminar to
it. This year, the seminar will he
"Defending Child Abuse Cases," and it
will he held a t the Dallas Radisson
Central. The course directors, Craig
Jett and Ron Goranson, will have speakers from across the country, including
medical doctors, psychologists, forensic
examiners, and psychiatrists in addition
to the usual line-up of outstanding
lawyers. Additionally, for the first time,
TCDLA furnish all-partic~pants
a 3.5"
-diskette with the motions, briefs, and
memorandnms discussed by the speakers. The diskette will he available in
either Wordperfect 5.1 for Windows or
MS Word 4.0 for Macintosh formats.
This 5 through 7 June TCDLA will
hold the 10th Annual M.P."Rusty"
Duncan 111 Advanced Criminal Law

Short Course, which as usual will be in
San Antonio at the Marriott Riverwalk
Hotel. This two and one-half day
event, directed by Cynthia Orr and
Michael Heiskell, will feature the best
of the best in criminal law speakers and
will focus on those topics that you must
know to pass the Board of Legal
Specialization
Criminal
Law
Certification Exam. TCDLA and the
Friends of TCDLA will also be organizing some exciting optional family
events, golf outings, and other extracnrricular activities, for those who are
interested. On Friday, June 6th,
TCDLA will be hosting the annual
Member's Party with entertainment
provided by Vince Vance and the
Valiants. This is by fw the outstanding
criminal defense law seminar offered
by anyone, anywhere in the State of
Texas, and offers a full 15 hours of
CLE credit.
TCDLA's final scheduled seminar of
the year will be the annual Federal Law
Short Course, directed by Dave
Sheppard and Bill Wischkaemper. The
location is not yet firm, but Ft. Worth
heads the short list. This seminar will be
held 25 -26 September and will offer a
concentrated examination of federal law
and prosecutions, sentencing, and evidentiary rules.

CDLP Seminars - A ril
through August 19

&

CDLP will produce four skills
courses between April and August,

the last month of CDLP's fiscal year.
For the first time in many years CDLP
will conduct a program in College
Station on 17 - I8 April. A similar
trial skills course will be held 15-16
May in Longview, followed by the
TCDLA Board of Directors and
Executive Committee meetings on
Saturday, 17 May. June is the
TCDLA annual meeting, described
above, then on 17 -18 July CDLP
makes the trip up IH 35 to Waco for
another skills course which will
include a summary of the new legislation passed by the 75th Legislature.
Finally, on 21- 22 August CDLP will
do its one "big city" program of the
FY in Houston, where the tentative
plan is for more on legislation including an up-date on Article 11.071 CCP
and other capital murder issues.
These are the plans in a nutshell, but
please keep in mind all are subject to
last minute changes. The speakers
and staff look forward to seeing you
at one or more of these programs.
This discussion of TCDLAICDLP
CLE programs brings us back to the
lead of this article: "Brand Loyalty."
If you are a member of TCDLA or a
lawyer who defends citizens accused
by the state or government you need
fifteen hours of CLE per year. Please
rupport this organization by getting
your trainiug from one or more of the
%xcellentprograms this organization
xoduces or co-sponsors every year.
4nd while on that subject, a word to
>fficers, directors and other TCDLA

VIP's, please, please, before you
accept a speaking engagement with a
state or regional CLE producer check
TCDLAICDLP schedules in the Voice
or at the home office and help the staff
avoid CLE conflicts. This has been
TCDLA's Board policy for several
years. By the same token, it is also
policy to get the word of what we are
about to as many groups and individual
cilizens as possible, so it if doesn't
conflict with a TCDLAICDLP program, please teach the lawyers and
laypersons and help them understand
what it means to defend the citizen
accused. In other words, "Dance with
who bruug ya."

Membership
As this is written TCDLA mnembership stands at 1,827, close to an alltime high, but in order to continue the
many services to the members, TCDLA
needs to keep its current members and
recruit new ones. The goal is to be at
2,000 by the annual meeting this June.
This recruiting effort is more than the
Board of Directors and the staEf can
manage without the effolts of you, the
regular members. So please make
copies of the membership application
in this magazine and take it to any nonmember criminal defense lawyers and
sign them up. Many of the advantages
of membership are listed in the application. Read them to your prospects. It
will be good for them and you too.
"Every membe~get one new member."
Seinper fi. *

Dear Randy Wilson:
On behalf of all of the members, officers and the board of directors of TCDLA, I am writing (admittedly, belatedly) to
express our deep appreciation to you for your continuous, massive and selfless devotion and contributions to TCDLA. In
addition to your invaluable services as a member of the Executive Committee, you are one of the primary I-easons that
our membership has grown during the past two years. You have taken the time and effort to send in articles to VOICE
and have spent countless hours and literally thousands of dollars of your own money on behalf of TCDLA. From your
contribution of a life insurance policy to your purchase of the 25th Anniversary cake, you have gone way above and
beyond the call of duty. Randy, I can only begin to express our genuine respect and admiration for your contributions. I
hope you realize that it comes from the heart when I tell you that if there is ever anything that we can do to assist you,
please give us the opportunity. We salute, respect, admire and love you!
Sincerely,
David L. Botsford
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Janrmry/Febnmry issues. Plense send irrfornmtion aborrt omissions arrd correctiorrs
to Scott C. Smith at 1304 Nrreces, Aastin, Texus 78701 or by fas to (512)477-3227.
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Appointed Counsel (See Indigence)
Argument
Cunningham, Con~bntir~g
1111lwoper
Prosecrrtorial Argrirnent, vol. 23. no. 5,
at 26 (June 1994)
Attorney Fees
Friedman, Forfeiture and Atto,?re)"s
Fees: Wlren Plvsecrrtion Uses Civil
Pmceedings To Tie Up Crirninal
Defense Frnzds, vol. 24, no. 8, at 22
(October 1995)
Attorney Malpractice- (See
Malpractice)
Battered Woman Defense (see Self
Defense)
Capital Murder (see Death Penalty)
Case Law Updates
Cmoks, Srrprur~reCorr,? and Fifth
Circrrit Update: Recent Deseloprnents
h~ the Case Lnn' of flre United Srrprerne
Corrrt and the Fifth Circrrit,vol. 24, no.
3, at 26 (November 1995)
Charging Instruments
DeKoatz & Guade~rama,Recerrt Coses
711 Cl~nrgi~rglnstr-~rrtrerrt.?,
vol. 24, no. 8,
tt 14 (October 1995)
3etbke & Bubany, A No-Htryrrh
"'IVin ") Proposition?, vol. 24, no. 9, at
LO (November 1995)
Yhild Sexual Abuse Cases (See Sexual
ibuse)
lode Construction Act
7all-oll, Motion for Sentetrciilg rorder
ierrate Bill 1067, vol. 23, no. 8, at 36
October 1994)

Collateral Estopel
Udashen, Collateral Estoppel and
AdrninisfvafiveLicense Sr,spension
Hearirrgs, vol. 25, no. 2, at 24 (March
1996)
Computers
Martin, Q-Case-Te.ws Case Lmv on
CD-ROM, vol. 23, no. 3, at 43
(MmchIApril 1994)
Allison, (512) 472-5436 The TCDLA
Electronic Birllefin Board, vol. 24, no.
8, at 8 (October 1995)
Jackson, FREE STUW!!! (or Hoiv to
Get Coert of Crirnirral Appeals
Opi~rionsa~rdHand-do~wr Lists Free
arrd Fast!), vol. 25, no. 2, at 36 (March
1996)
Comad, Cornmrrnication Skills: E-Mail
for Lawyers, vol. 25, no. 10, at 34
(December 1996)
Confessions- (see Self Incrimination)

Culpable Mental States (See Mental
State)
DNA Testing
Schneider, Falsified Lrrb Tests Affect
Alarming Number of Comictiom, vol.
23, no. 5, at 18 (June 1994)
DWI (Also see Driver's License
Suspensions)
Bu~.rows,Trial Tactics of a DWI Breatlr
Test Case, vol. 23, no. 3, at 31
(MarchIApril 1994)

I ~ Diagm~nsin NOIIDay, " N O I ' I IUse"
Test DWI Cases, vol. 23, no. 9 at 33
(November 1994)
De La Galza, ALR nrrd Driver's Licerrse
S~rspensioris,vol. 24, no. 1, at 32
(February 1995)
Leavitt, Drirg Recognitior~Techrricians,
vol. 23, no. 1, at 28 (January 1994)
Leavitt, Horizor~falGaze Nystagmrrs,
vol. 22, no. 9, at 17 (1993)

Constitution (Texas)
Bubany, Jeopard), in Tel-asAfrer Di.~orr,
vol. 23, no. 6, at 20 (JulyIAugust 1994)
Brown, SlraaldArf. I, Sect. 14, Tesas
Constinrfiorr,E~nbracethe Same
Corldrrct Test?, vol. 23, no. 6, at 28
(JulyIAugust 1994)
Rogers, Court Rirlerrraki~rgorrd
Sfatrrtory Corrflict in Terns, vol. 25, no.
1, at 20 (January/Fehruary 1996)

McCollum, Basic Prereqirisite.~for the
Srrccessful hrrg Trial ofA~ryDlVl Case,
vol. 23, no. 3, at 29 (MarcIilApril 1994)
Moran, Driver's License Srrsl~auiorr
Irnposed Prior to Trial May be Doirble
leopardy, vol. 23, no. 8 (October 1994)
Pappas, Gerreral Tlroirglrts on Trying
the "Intosilyzer Resrrlr" DWI, vol. 23,
no. 3, at 32 (MarchiApril 1994)
Pappas, General Thorrglrfson Trying
'VIE "l~rfosil~~zer
Residt" DWI-Part II,
~01.23,no. 4, at 23 (May 1994)

Scharman, Lawyers' Assistance
Comniittee, vol. 25, no. 4, at 34 (May
1996)

Criminal Justice Policy
Fabelo, Testing the Case for More
Incarceratiorr in Texas: What to eq?ecf
by 2004, Vol. 23, no. 7, at 28
(September 1994)

Trichter, McKinney & Pena, DWI
De~nonstmfiveEvidence: Sl~owarrd Tell
Tire Easy Way, vol. 24, no. 3, at 34
(April 1995)
TI-ichter & Pena, Tlre Ten
Conr~na~~dments
for Deto~iJj'irrgthe
I1rto.rilyzer5000, vol. 24, no. 5, at 24
(June 1995)
Trichter & Pena, 0.1OALR Suspe~rsio~rs
and DWI Proseciitiorrs, vol. 24, no. 7 at
26 (September 1995)

Licerrse
Westfall, Adr~rir~istrutive
Rei~ocationarrd Doirble Jeopnrdy, vol.
24, no. 7, at 34 (September 1995)
Tiichter, DWI Field Sobrieiy Tesli~rg:A
Conrmorr Serrse Voir Dive & Cross
Exarrrinution to Show the Tests are
Designed to Currse Fuili~re,vol. 25, no.
1, at 40 (JannaryIFebruary1996)
Booker, DWI/ALR DoirbIe Jeopardy
Field Sobriety Tests: Tire Field Test
Pnrado.~,vol. 25, no. 2, at 8 (March
1996)
House, Double Jeopardy: Licerrse
Sl,spensiorr 11s.DWI, vol. 25, no. 2, at
18 (March 1996)
Udashen, Collateral Estoppelnnd
Adntinishutise Licerrse Srrsperrsion
Hearings, vol. 25, no. 2, at 24 (March
1996)
Westfall, Doirble Jeopardy and ALR:
On to tlre Coirrt of Crimi~ralAppeals,
vol. 25, no. 2, at 28 (March 1996)

rrichter & Pena, 1994-1995 DWI Law
Z?iranges: A Client Hando~rt,vol. 23, no.
2 , at 16 (November 1994)

McCollum, Ten Serrri-easy Points to
Make irr the Cross-E.~anii~rafiorr
of an
Irztosilyzer 5000 Eq~ert,vol. 25, no. 3,
at 28 (April 1996)

Jdashen, Felor~gDWI: A New
4pproaclr to an Old Pmblenr, vol. 22,
lo. 6 , at 19 (1993)

Pierson and Tosh, DWl's Hicldetr
Mental Elernent, vol. 25, no. 4, at 12
(May 1996)

Court of Criminal Appeals
Clinton, Coirrt of Crirnirral Appeals
Jrm'gc, A Vie~vf,mrrthe Berrclr, vol. 22,
no. 8, at 16 (1993)

Udashen, Ul~dflte
on Escl~mionof
ABC's & Coirrrfirigin DWI Cases, vol.
23, no. 8 (Octobel-1994)

Jdashen, Esclr~sionof the Alphabet and
7oirrrting Tests in DWI Prosecrrfiorrs
[IriderPennsylvorria 1'. Murriz, vol. 22,
lo. 7, at 22 (1993)
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Milner, Felony DWI: Aftackirrg Tlre
Priors, vol. 25, no. 7, at 22 (September
1996)
Trichter, Challenging Improper
Statirto~gB m t h Test Warr~ing,vol. 25,
no. 8, at 36 (October 1996)
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Death Penalty
Heiskell, Proposed Standards for the
Appointnze~darid Petfotmance of
Co~msel111Denth Penally Cases, vol.
24, no. 6, at 30 (July/August 1995)
Lawrence, The Pl'edtcfiort of Future
Dangeroi~snes$in Prison For Capital
MurderDefendants, vol. 25, no. 3, at 32
(April 1996)

Cobb, Fo$eiture D e c i s h Geiwotes
Veritable Explosion of Relie%:vol. 24,
no. I , at 16 (February 1995)
Moran, Dtiser's License Susyension
Imposed Prior to Trial Mny be Double
Jeopardy, vol. 23, no. 8, at 30 (October
1994)

Moran, Dri~tw'sLicense Suspension
Imposed Prior to Trial May be Double
Jeopardy, vol. 23, no. 8, at 30 (October
1994)
Pelton, Occzrpational Drivers License,
vol. 24, no. 4, at 32 (May 1995)
Boyd, Adnrinistrative License
Resocation, vol. 24, no. 6, at 34
(JulylAugust 1995)

Orr, Double Jw1~aldy:Civil vs.
Crin?inal,vol. 23, no. 10, at 36
(December 1994)

McCloskey, October 1995 - The Death
Penalty: One Man's View, vol. 25, no.
5, at 30 (June 1996)

Udashen, Doc~bleJeopnrd>l,Single
Punishment, vol. 22, no. 9, at 26 (1993)

Trichter & Pena, 0.1OALR S~fspensions
and DWIProsecntions. vol. 24, no. 7 at
26 (Septembw 1995)

Wheelan, Sinrmons and Fut~~re
Dangerousness, vol. 25, no. 6, at 36
(July/August 1996)

Trichter & Pena, 0.10 ALR Suspensions
and DWI Prosecrrtions, vol. 24, no. 7 at
26 (September 1995)

Westhll,Admim.grati~>e
License
Resocation and Double Jeopardy, vol.
24, no. 7 , at 34 (September 1995)

Ware, Federal Deafh Penalty Practice:
A Bird's Eye View, vol. 25, no.7 , at 10
(September 1996)

Westfall, Administrative License
Revocation and Double Jenyardy, vol.
24, no. 7, at 34 (September 1995)

House, Double Jeopardy: License
Suspension vs. DWI, voL 25, no. 2, at
18 (March 1996)

Capital Murder Habeas Corpus Strike
Force, Important Notice for Habeas
Cmpus Counsel Appointed Umier CCP
Art. 11.071, vol. 25, no. 8, at 32
(October 1996)

Schneider, Double Jeol~ardy:The Texas
Drng Tax, vol. 24, no. 9, at 16
(November 1995)

Udashen,Collateral Estoppel and
Adnrinistratise License Suspension
Heari~rgs,vol 25, no. 2, at 24 (March
1996)

Deferred Adjudication Probation
Martinez and Garza,Atfaeking tlre
D~ferredAcljmdica(ion
Srcrtute, vol. 25,
no. 1 , at 18 (January/February1996)
Conrt Resiew of
Rogers, A~q~ellate
Proceedings in
Deferred Adj~tdicatio~r
Texas, vol. 25, no. 10, at 8 (December
1996)
Directed Verdict
Sharpe, Deaflt of a P~osecntion: Rule
29, Federal Rules of C~intinal
Procedure, vol. 22, no. 6, at 24 (1993)
Dogs

- -

-

-

N Z~sta&shing
~ , the Relinbility of

the Narcotic Detector Dog, vol. 24, no.
I , at 26 (Febluary 1995)
Double Jeopardy
s
Ditvn,
Buhany, Jeopardy in T e ~ aABer
vol. 23, no. 6, at 20 (July/August 1994)
Brown, Slto~rldArt. 1,Sect. 14, Terns
Consfitntion,Embrace the Same
Conduct Test?, vol. 23, no. 6, at 28
(July/August 1994)
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Schneider, McKinney and Morao,
H~storicalAnalysis of Double
Jeopardy-Forfeiture Argument: Exerpf
of Brief in Er Parte Fant and E.1 Parte
Johnson,vol. 25, no. 1 , at 12
(JanuarylPebruary 1996)
House, Donble Jeopardy: License
Sus~~ension
11s.DWI, vol. 25, no. 2, at
18 (March 1996)
Udashen, Collnterul Estoppel and
Administrative License Snspension
Hearings, vol. 25, no. 2, nf 24 (March
1996)
Westfal, Double Jeopardy and ALR: On
to the C O I Iof
~ ICriminal Appeals, vol.
1996)
25, no. 2, at 28 (Ma~ch
-

-

-

-

-

-

- A New Standard and
Hagen,
Special Plea Amntunition, vol. 25, no. 4,
at 24 (May 1996)

Westfal,Double Jeopardy and ALR: 011
to the Courfof Criminal Appeals, vol.
25, no. 2, at 28 (March 1996)
Drug Cases
Nicely, Establishing tlre Relicfiilify of
tlte Narcotic Detector Dog, vol. 24, no.
1 , at 26 (Feblualy 1995)
Schneider, Double Jeopardy: The Tesns
Drug Tax, vol. 24. no. 9, at 16
(November 1995)
Due Diligence
Hogg, The Race to the Fii~ishLine: Dne
Diligence & Reserving Jurisdictional
23,Error in Probation Revucafion, vol.
no. G t 24(0cto&199F
Equal Protection

Driver's License Suspensions

Canoll, Motion for Senfencingunder
Senate Bill 1067, vol. 23, no. 8 , at 36
(October 1994)

De La Garza, ALR and Driver's License

Error Preservation (Also see Appeal)

Suspensions, vol. 24, no. 1, at 32
(February 1995)
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Hogg, Tlre Race to the Finish line: Due
Diligence & Resenling Jnrisdictional
Error in Probation Revocntion, vol. 23,
no. 8, at 24 (October 1994)

Escape
Peterson, Escaping Justice, vol. 24, no.
5, at 34 (June 1995)

Ba~tett,Gang-Afiliation Evidence in
Tcms: Is Unitad States s. Lemmon tlre
criteria for admissibility?, vol. 25, no.
9, at 24 (November 1996)

Kikendoll, Waiver of Cri~ninal
Appeals: Is N A Prudent Policy?, vol
24, no. 4, at 38 (May 1995)

Ethics

Expert Witnesses

Segall, Guaderrama, & Weathew,
Professional Corzdnct-When Shodd
You Squeal on Your Client?, vol. 23, no.
1, at 22 (January 1994)

Cunningham, Ewerts and the h~digent
Defendant: Leveling the Playing Field,
vol. 23, no. 10, at 20 (December 1994)

Udashen, Malpractice in Criminal
Cases, vol. 23, no. 5, at 26 (June 1994)

Nicely, Esmblislzing the Reliability of
the Nartotic Detector Dog, vol. 24, no.
I, at 26 (February 1995)

Hinton, The Disciplinary System of the
Sfate Ba,; vol. 25. no. 6, at 42
(July/Angust 1996)
Evidence (Also see Expelf Witnesses)
Piles, Trial Evidence, vol. 22, no. 5, at
21 (1993)
Files, Trio1 Evidenc+Par?
no. 6, at 31 (1993)

11, vol. 22,

Files, Trial Evidence-Pint III, vol. 22,
no. 7, at 20 (1993)
Piles, Trial Evidence-Part IV, vol. 22,
no. 8, at 34 (1993)
Piles, Trial Evidence-Part V, vol. 22,
no. 9, at 29 (1993)

Crooks, Standards of Review in Federal
Crintinal Appenls, vol. 24, no. 3, at 26
(April 1995)

Schneider, Fals$ied Lab Tests Affect
Number of Convictiorzs, vol23, no. 5, at
18 (June 1994)
of
Udashen & Baker, The Admissibili~~
Polygraph Test Results, vol. 24, no. 5,
at 32 (June 1995)
Udashen &Baker, Update on the
Admissibility of Polygraph Reselts, vol.
24, no. 7, at 40 (September 1995)
Westfal, Ps~'c1ziatricTestimony in Child
SexualAbuse Cases in Texas, vol. 25,
no. 5, at 12 (June 1996)
Botsford, Prosecutorial Compulsion of
Defense-Hired Experf Testimonty and
Reports, vol. 25, no. 6, at 22
(JulyIAugust 1996)

Cunningham, Reprefentation Under the
Cri~ninalJnsfice Act, vol. 24, no.9, at
20 (November 1995)
Crooks, Obtaining Fede~niHabeas
Co~prtsReview of State Convictions in
the Fifth Circuit, vol. 25, no. 3, at 10
(April 1996)
Rogers, Reliability of Evidence in
Federal Sentencing Proceedings, vol.
24, no. 10, at 12 (December 1995)
Udashen, Money Laundering: TIte
Spending of Dirty Money, vol. 24, no.
10, at 22 (December 1995)
Ware, Federal Death Penalty Proctice:
A Bird's Eye Vzew,vol. 25, no. 7, at 10
(September 1996)
Crooks, Presen'iug Error in Federal
Court: Making Sure You Get Yonr
Second Chance ow Appeal, vol. 25, no.
7, at 30 (Septemher 1996)
Foster and Doggett, The Viennrt
Co~wention:A New Tool For
Representing The Fo~eignerin the
Criminal Jnsiice System, vol. 25, no. 9,
at 30 (November 1996)

Files, Trial Evidence-Part VI, vol. 23,
no. 1, at 25 (Janua~y1994)

Expunction

Files, Trial Evidence-Part VII, vol. 23,
no. 2 at 27 (Pebiuary 1994)

Parker, E.~punction - Then .& Now, vol.
23, no. 9, at 26 movember 1994)

Files, T I ial Evidence-Pal t VIII,vol.
23, no. 3, at 21 (Ma~chIAp~il
1994)

Federal Practice

Files, Trial Evidence-Porr IX, Val. 23,
no. 4, at 21 (May 1994)

Bunin, Legal Scfficiency in Federal
Dntg Cases, vol. 23, no. 6, at 32
(JulyIAugost 1994)

Udashen, Fedemi Resentencing
Revised: Rule 35(b) Motions More Than
One Year After Senfencing, vol. 23, no.
8, at 28 (October 1994)

Udashen, Downward Deprtnre for
Extraordinary Family Circnmstances,
vol. 23, no. 5, at 30 (June 1994)

Rogers, Reliability of Evidence in
Federd Sentencing Proceedi~zgs,vol.
24, no. 10, at 12 December 1995)

Udashen, Federal Resentencing
Revised: Rule 35(b) Motions More Than
One Year After Serttenci~zg,vol. 23, no.
8, at 28 (October 1994)

Meyers, Res~~onsibilify
for the C~irllillal
Conduct of Others: Relevarzt Conduct
Under the Sentencing Guidelines, vol.
23, no. 9, at 37 (November 1994)

Botsford, Prosecntorial Cornplsio~~
of
Defense-Hired Expert Testimony arzd
Reports, vol. 25, no. 6, at 22
(JulyIAugust 1996)

Bempmad, Considerations for
Appointed Comrsel in Feder a1 CIinrinal
Appeals, vol. 24, no. 3, at 24 (April
1995)

Udashen, Downward Departure for
E~traordinaryFarnily Ci~ctmtsta~zces,
vol. 23, no. 5, at 30 (June 1994)

Federal Rules of Criminal Evidence
(See Evidence)
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Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
Rule
Sharpe, Dent11of a Prosecrrfio~~:
29, Federai Rules d f ~ r i n ~ i n o l
Procedure, vol. 22, no. 6, at 24 (1993)
Federal Sentencing GuideIi~~es
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Udashen, Federal Resentencing
Revised: Rule 35(b) Motions More Than
One Year Afler Sentencing, vol. 23, no.
8, at 28 [October 1994)
Welty, Negotiating and Enforcing Plea
Agreements: A Primer on Plea
Bargaining Under the Federal
Senfencing Guidelines, vol. 23, no. 4, at
15 (May 1994)
Firearms
Jeffh,
Insfihrrio~~alPe~jr~~y~
vol. 25,
no. 8, at 28 (October 1996)
Forfeitures
Cobb, Fotfeitla'e Decision Generates
Veritable Explosion ofRelie5 vol. 24,
no. 1, at 16 (February 1995)

Friedman, Fofeiture and Attorney 's
Fees: When Prosecution Uses Civil
Pwceedings To Tie Up Criminal
Defense Funds, vol. 24, no. 8, at 22
(October 1995)
Schneider, McKinney and Moran,
Historical Analysis ofDouble
Jeopardy-Fp~feitareArgrtmenl: Excecbrpl
of Brief in Ex Parte Fant and &&mz
vol. 25, no. 1, at 12
(JanuaryFebmary 1996)

a,

Dues/Tax Notice
Please note the following:

$36 of your annual dues ($19
if a Student Member) is for a
one-year subscription to the
VOICE for the Defense and,
$39 of regular dues is for
TCDLA legislative programs.
Dues to TCDLA are not
deductible as a charitable
contribution but may be
deducted as an ordinary and
necessary business expense.
Because of TCDLA's legislative
program $39 of sustaining and
regular membership dues is
not deductible as a business
expense.
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Heiskell, Proposed Standards for tlie
Appointment and Performance of
Counsel In Death Penalty Cases, vol.
24, no. 6, at 30 (JulyIAugust 1995)
Cunningbarn, Representaiion Under the
Criminal Justice Act, vol. 24, no.9, at
20 (November 1995)

Gang Affiliation
Barrett, Gang-AfiliafianEvidence in
Texas: Is UnifedStates v. Leinmon the
crite~iafor admissibility?,vol. 25, no.
9, at 24 (November 1996)
Habeas Corpus
Wice, Some Practice GemsforXtate
Habeas Praclitioners, vol. 24, no. 5, at
36 (June 1995)

Important
Tax notice^

Bemporad, Considemions for
Appointed Counsel in Federal Criminal
Appeals, vol. 24, no. 3, nt 24 (April
1995)

Crooks, ObIaining Federal Habeas
Corpus Review of Sfate Con~rictionsin
tlle Fifth Circuit, vol. 25, no. 3, at 10
(Aplil 1996)
Capital Murder Habeas Corpus Swike
Force, lntportant Notice for Habeas
Corpus Counsel Appointed Under CCP
Art. 11.071, vol. 25, no. 8, at 32
(Octobex 1996)

Schulman, On Representing the
Indigent, vol. 25, no. 5, at 34 (June
1996)
Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
Cnnningham, Combating Improper
Prosecutorial Miscondnct, vol. 23, no.
5, at 26 (June 1994)
Informations (See Charging
Instruments)
Intent (See Mental States)
International Law
Foster and Daggett, The Vienna
Convention: A New Tool For
Representing Tke Foreigner In Ifre
Criminal Justice System, vol. 25, no. 9.
at 30 (November 1996)
Joint Defense Agreements

Illegal Expenditure or Investment
Gonzales, Illegal E~yenditureor
Inl~estnlentStatute, vol. 23, no. 5, at 32
(June 1994)
Indictments (see Charging Instmments)
Indigence
Cunginghgn, E~pertsanclfl~Indigen(
Defendant: Leveling the Playing Field,
vol. 23, no. 10, at 20 (December 1994)
Wilson, Innocent Until Proven Indigent,
vol. 23, no. 2, at 24 (Febmaiy 1994)

Botsford, Joint Defense Agreements,
vol. 23, no. 1, at 19 (January 1994)
Botsford, Joira Lkfense AgreementsPart 11, vol. 23, no. 2, at 32 (Februa~y
1994)
Judicial Discretion
-

---

DeKoatz & Weathem, Jwficial
Discretion: Some Ideas on Dealing
With and Ckallenging It, vol. 22, no. 6,
at I6 (1993)
Judgment of Acquittal

Wilson, Innocent rrntil Proven
Indigent-Part 11, vol. 23, no. 3, at 34
(MarcWApril1994)
Wilson, Znnocent Until Proven
lrldigen-Part III, vol. 23, no. 4, at 25
(May 1994)
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Shape, Death of a Prosec~rfion:Rule
29, Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure, vol. 22, bo. 6, at 24 (1993)
Juror Rights (See Yoir Dire)

i Udashen, Legal Mulpmcrice in

Jury Charges

Legal Sufficiency

Guadetrama & DeKoatz, Jury Charge,
vol. 22, no. 5, at 26 (1993)

Bunin, Legal Suficiency in Federal
Drug Cases, vol. 23, no. 6, at 32
(JulylAugust 1994)

Gonzales, Protecting the Record Prior
To An Allen Charge, vol. 24, no. 8, at
34 (October 1995)
Jury Selection- see Voir Dire
Jury Separation

Criminal Cases, vol. 24, no. 8, at 26

: (October 1995)

Mens Rea (see Mental States)
i Mental States

Legislation
Boston, The Legacy ofthe 73rd
Legislature, vol. 22, no. 5, at 13 (1993)

i

Wilson, The Forgotten ~ e f e n s evol.
, 25,
no. 4, at 20 (May 1996)
.

.

Boston, The Legacy of the 73rd
Legislature-Purf 11,vol. 22, no. 6, at
26 (1993)

i Money Laundering

Hagen, Jury Separation, vol. 24, no. 1,
at 22 (February 1995)
Justice Courts (see Municipal and
Justice Court Practice)

Gist, New Code Provisions, vol. 22, no.
5, at 17 (1993)

i 10, at 22 (December 1995)

Juvenile Justice

Hampton, The Lagislarive Afiermatlz,
vol. 24, no. 7, at 10 (September 1995)

Gana, "Just When You Thought You
Knew T11eGame, They Changed the
Rules", vol. 24, no. 10, at 24
(December 1995)

Hampton, Laws That Almost Were, vol.
24, no. 10, at 18 (December 1995)

: Udashen, Money Laundering: The

i Spandfngof Dirty Money, vol. 24, no.

: Municipal and Justice court Practice.
; Bethke & Bubany, A No-Huynh

: ("Win") Proposition?, vol. 24, no. 9, at
; 10 (Noven~ber1995)
; Obscenity

Malpractice
Legal Research (also see Computet-s)
Martin, Q-Case-Tems Case Law or1
CD-ROM, vol. 23, no. 3, at 43
(MarcWApril1994)

I

Bagwell-McElroy, lfJustice is a Lady,
vol. 22, no. 6, at 21 (1993)

n January, TCDLA's web site began operation. It bas
replaced the TCDLA BBS, and in fact, has numerous
advantages over the BBS. (ed. note: the BBS was shut
down on Jan. 22) For example, the web site is capable of
supporting not only text, but a mix of text, graphics, sound
and movies. Additionally, the TCDLA site will support
password protected areas for members, and password-secure
areas can be configured to support members' special
projects. Currently, the site archives the previous year's
editions of Voice, provides a page for TCDLA members'
web page links and Emall addresses, and contains links to a
number of other important criminal law related sites.
Planned are a 'chat' mom, a directory of TCDLA members,
an employment page, an archive of Jim Skelton's SDRs
(beginning with the Jan. '97 issue), a brief bank, and on-line
ordering and payment for TCDLA seminars, membership,
and publications.
Unlike the BBS, the web site will iequire only a local
telephone call (from almost anywhere in the world). You

only need to establish Internet access with a local web access
provider - providers are listed in the Yellow Pages under
"Intemet.'"E-mail providers usually also provide full internet
access, see Cmnmunicution Skills in the December '96 issue of
the Voice.) Additionally, your web access provider will need to
supply you with a current version of an Internet browser, for
example, Netscape's "Navigator" (Microsoft's "Exploref' is not
recommended). A current blowser is important, as TCDLA's
site requires a browser that is 'Java capable.' Java capable
means that a browser can make use of the new Java progamming language, which the TCDLA site uses extensively.
TheTCDLA web site is available for immediate access at:
http:l/www.tcdla.com/ Please examine it, and see if you don't
agree that this is mueh better than a BBS, If you have any
questions, you may send E-mail by clicking the "Question'"
button near the top of the TCDLA page.
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Oklahoma City Bombing
Zimme~mann,"Don't Tread 0 1 1 Me"
Comments on Reactions to the
Oklahoma City Bombing, vol. 24, no. 4,
at 30 (May 1995)
Office Practice
Allison, Editor-in-Chief Comment:
Reinventing the Practice o f k w , vol.
25, no. 4, at I0 (May 1996)
Parole

Habern and Coben, A Defense Lnwyer'a
Perspecfive of Constitritional Due
Process Problems in the Parole
Revocation Process, vol. 25, no. 1, at 31
(JanuarylFebwary 1996)
Habem, Obtaining Constit~rfional
Compliance in Texas Parole Revocatior
Proceedings, voL 25, no. 4, at 30 (May
1996)
Habem and Coben, A Histoly of Parol,
hinadatoq Supen~isionand Good Time
vol. 25, no. 8, at 22 (October 1996)

Plea Agreement
Welty, Negotiating and Enforcing Plea
Agreements: A Primer on Plea
Bargaining Under the Federal
Sentencing Guidelines, vol. 23, no. 4, at
I5 (May 1994)
Polygraph
of
Udashen & Baker, ~he~dmissibili?y
Polygraph Test Resslfs, vol. 24, no. 5,
at 32 (June 1995)

Habern, An Update on the Ongoing
Abuses Fotmd in the T a s Parole
Revocation Hearings, vol. 23, no. 3, at
41 (Marcb/Apiil 1994)

Jones, The Iron Cnrtain In America,
vol. 25, no. 9, at 36 (November 1996)

Udasben & Baker, Update on the
Admissibility of Polygraph Results, vol.
24, no. 7, at 40 (September 1995)

Perjury

Privileges (see Evidence)

Habern, An Update 011 the O~rgoing
Abuses Fozmd in the Texas Parole
Revocation Hearings-Part II, vol. 23,
no. 4, at 32 (May 1994)

Ieffries,Institirtional Perjury, vol. 25,
no. 8, at 28 (October 1996)

Probation and Probation Revocation

Physician-Patient Privilege

Habern, Q~cestionsto Consider Prior to
a Parole Revocation Hearing, vol. 24,
no. 2,at 32 (March 1995)

Pogers, Court Rrilemaking and
Yfatntory Cortflict in Texas, vol. 25, no.
1, at 20 (JanuarylFebrualy 1996)

Matinez and Gaza, Attucking the
DeferredAdjrrdication Statute, vol. 25,
no. 1, at 18 (January/Febrnary 1996)

Wischkaemper, Parole Evidence, vol.
25, no. 1, at 6 (JanuarylFebrualy 1996)

~.

Life in the Balance IX:
Defending Death Penalty Cases

Gonzalez, Raising the "Due Diligence"
Issue in Revomtion Cases, vol. 24, no.
10, at 37 (December 1995)
Prosecutorial Misconduct
Cunningham, Conlbating Improper
Prosecirtorial Misconduct, vol. 23, no.
3, at 36 (MarchiApril 1994)

Hyatt Regency Dallas at Reunion
Dallas, Texas

-

m h e demands on capital defesse team memb
Blimination of t h e ~ e a t hPenalty Resource Centers, restrictions on
federal habeas and shrinking budgets compound the challenges. NLADA is
committed to help you meet the challenges yo11face each d ~ yWhether
.
you
are a new defense team member or have years of experience, this training
event will provide an opportunity to improve your sk& and techniqum and
increase your knowledge in thevarious aspects of capital litigation. The
written materials prbvided are aninvaluable resource. The informdtion
presented is essentialfor providing the best possible defensefor your clients.
. > ..
cb;~$.
;.
-s onsojed
by TCDCA

I

~.

Hogg, The Race to the Finish Line:
Due Diligence &Reserving
Jurisdictional Error in Probation
Revocation, vol. 23, no. 8, at 24
(October 1994)

-

~-

Aid & ~ef~ndet-~ss&&ticin~.:
1625 K Street, NW.Ste. 800
Washington, DC 20006
2521452-0620

: ,

.

Cunningbam, Combating Improper
Prosecutorial Misconduct, vol. 23, no.
5, at 26 (June 1994)
Fmicr, ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ r Mi.~mnduct
n m r n ~ dand ( I
I )me of Kml J~~srice:
,111 U~~abrid~ed
4ccorrnt, vol. 22, no. 7, at 14 (1993) S e e
:omctions, vol. 22, no. 8, at 14 (1993)
Fiumer, (Correction f o ~
Governmerrtal
Misconduct and o Dose of Real Justice:
4n Unabridged Account, vol. 22, no. 8,
rt 14), vol. 22, no. 8, at 14 (1993)
Punishment
Wilson, The Forgotten Trial, vol. 25,
lo. 10, at 36 (December 1996)

Research (see Legal Research,
Computers)

Skelton, Quick Reference to Texas
Offenses, vol. 24, no, 10, at 30
(December 1995)

Rulemaking Authority of Courts
Serology
Rogers, ConrtRulanaking and
stahrtory Conflict in Texas, vol. 25, no.
1, at 20 (JanuaryiFebmary1996)

Schneider, Falsified Lab Tesrs Affect
Alarming Number of Convictimrs, vol.
23, no. 5, at 18 (June 1994)

School Law
Sexual Abuse
Garza, School Searches rhe Demise of
the In Loco Parentis Doctrine, vol. 23,
110.7, at 36 (September 1994)

Roberts, Defense of Child Se.vcml Abuse
Prosecutions, vol. 25, no. 2, at 10
(Much 1996)

Search and Seizure
Garza, School Searches the Demise of
the In Loco Parentis Dochine, voi. 23,
no. 7, at 36 (September 1994)

Westfal, Psychiatric Testimony in Child
Saual Abnse Cases in Texas, uol. 25,
no. 5, at 12 (June 1996)

Crooks, Supreme Court and Fifrh
Circuit Updam: Recent De~~topnents
in the Case Law af the United Supreme
Court and the Fifth Circm't, vol. 24, no.
9, at 26 (November 1995)
Voir Dire
Campbell & Green, Perempto~y
Challenges and Equality Under the
Law, vol. 23, no. 7, at 22 (September
1994)
Hagen, Protecting Your Right to Voir
Dire, vol. 23, no. 10, at 32 (December
1994)
Neiders, How to Saw Yaw Client While
Saving the Cowf Time, vol. 22, no. 6,
at 23 (1993)

Sinlpson, O.J.
Self Defense
Meyew, The Battered Woman Defense
Under Texas Law, vol. 24, no. 6, at 24
(JulyIAugust 1995)

Heiskell, An Open Letter to Chris
Darden, vol. 25, no. 3, at 36 (April
1996)
Sfate Jail Felonies

Self Incrimination
Brown, Is the Texas Right Against SelfIncrimination Broader Than Its Federal
Counterpart?,vol. 23, no. 3, at 38
(MarchIApriI 1994)
Cunningham, Combating Improper
Prosecutorial Argunient, vol. 23, no. 5,
at 26 (June 1994)

Canoll, Motion for Sentencing ander
Senate Bill 1067, vol. 23, no. 9, at 16
(November 1994)

Hagen, Juror's Rights: Is the Enemy
Amed?, vol. 24, no. 8, at 32 (October
1995)
Neiders, How to Use Courf Time More
Ej@ctiveiy, v d 25, no. 4, at 18(May
1996)
Scharman, Lawyers' Assistance
Commi~tee,vol. 25, no. 4, at 34 (May
1996)

Tampering With GovenunentalRecord
DeKoatz and de Anda, Contingent Fee
or Administrative Cost?, vol. 25, no. 9,
at 12 (November 1996)

Wilson. Presenlafion of Error in
Clza/lengesfor Caiise During Voir Dire,
vol. 25, no. 5, at 26 (June 1996)
Welfare Fraud

Udashen, Update on Exclatsio~tof
ABC's & Counting in DWI Cases, vol.
23, no. 8, at 1%(October 1994)
Udashen, Exclusion of tM Alphabet and
Counting Tests in DWI Prosecufions
Under Pennsylvania v. Muniz, vol. 22,
no. 7, at 22 (1993)
Sentencing
Ca~roll,Motior~forSentencing rmder
Senate Bill 1067, MI. 23, no. 9, at 16
(November 1994)

Drew & Weaver, Propo~tionaliq
Reviov of Sentences in Criminal Cases,
vol. 24, no. 3, at 16 (April 1995)

Isbell, Thotightsfron~an Appellate
Perspective to Lawyers D e k d n g The&
Cases, vol. 23, no. 1, at 24 [Janua~y
1994)

Writing

Trial Tactics
Cunningham, Combatiig Improper
Prosecutorial Argument, vol. 23, no. 5,
at 26 (June 1994)

Botsford, Crafrin~
. - the Brieffor
Appellate Corrrf,vol. 22, no. 9, at 22
(1993)
Wrongful Convictions

Allison, The Winning Beginning, vol.
25,no. 3, at 24 (April 1996)
Wilson, The Fo~.goftenTl'iol, vol. 25,
no. 10, at 36 (December 1996)

US. Supreme Court
Rogers, Reliability of Evidence in
Federal Sentencing Proceedings, vol.
24, no. 10, at 12 (December 1995)

DeKoatz and de Anda, ConfingentFee
orAdministrative Cost?, vol. 25, no. 9,
at 12 (November 1996)

Drew, Srrpreme Court Preview, vol. 23,
lo. 7, at 28 (September 1994)

McCloskey, Convicring the h o c e n r ,
vol. 25, no. 3, at 18 (April 1996)

*

Scott Smitlt is a 1986 graduate of the
University of Texns School of l a w . His
solo practice in Austin, is devoted to
criminal defenrpe.

SPRING CLEANING SALE!!!
OFFER GOOD ONLY UNTIL APRIL 1st
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1

nce again, the books from past seminars are piling up, and
we just have to clear out some room so we will be able to
print more. Some of these. titles are essential; some are basic
references, and some contain specialized writings on specific
areas of law that you just can not find anywhere else.

I

Help TCDLA and CDLP keep our costs down by helping us
clear out these books fiom past seminars, while at the same time
getting these valuable Texas-specific criminal law manuals into
your library.

I

1

offer, youmay deduct $5.00 PER BOOKif yon buy two
volumes or more. That is $10.00 off your total order for two
books, $15.00 for three, etc.

FOR A LIMITED TIME you can obtain these volumes at a
fraction oftheir usual price. Even better, as a special incentive

17 "Rusty" Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short Course
June, 1996

$67.66
Originally $162.37

0 .Advanced Federal Law Short Course

$67.66
Originally $162.37

September, 1996
U CDLP Criminal Practice Materials

$67.66
Originally $162.37

1994 Edition (2 volumes)
U TCDLA Cross-Examination Seminar

$54.12
Originally $146.14

March, 1996
U DWI SKILLS BUNDLE:

$67.66
Originally $162.37
(only 34 left!)

TCDLA DWI Superstars Seminar, Feb. 1996
& CDLP DWI Skills Course, Dec. 1995
CDLP Skills Courses:
17January, 1997 El Paso
U December, 1996 Lubock
U October, 1996 South Padre Island
U May, 1996 Midland
0 April. 1996 Tyler

'

-L

$27.06
Originally $81.18

$

-.

All prices include 8.25% sales tax. Please check desired purchase@ and send this order form, along with payment and $7.50
per order for shipping and handling, to the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project, 600 W. 13th St., Austin, Texas 78701
Name

We now accept credit card payments: Cl Amex
Card Number:
Name on Card:

'

'

.

U Visa

17 Mastercard 'UDiscover
Expiration date:
.

.

~uthorizedSignature:
Credit card orders may be faxed to 512t469-9107.
NOTE: Many of these volumes are in limited suppljt. Pkase order promptly to insure that the hook you want is available.
All orders will be filledF7st come; first served.
REMEMBER: TAKE $5.00 OFF PER BOOK FOR ORDERS OF TWO OR MORE TITLES1

The Intoxilyzer
5000's Patent:
A Technical Description of an Unworkable Device?

A

bout eight years ago the State
of Texas adopted the CMI
Intoxilyzer 5000 as its principal
breath testing instrument, replacing
the older model 4011AS.
Sanctioned by the scientific director
of the Department of Public
Safety's alcohol testing program
and supported by a cadre of technical supervisors and operators, this
instrument and the testing protocol
James
PhD' developed for its use demonstrate
that agency's reliance on methods and machines having little,
if any, analytical merit but which are of unquestionable utility
as law enforcement tools. Inferior scientific equipment and
enforcement-biased support staff notwithstanding, the general
application of this device still requires protection in the form
of legislation to shield the state's alcohol testing program
from legitimate criticism. The per se definition of intoxication as a breath alcohol concentration of 0.10 gram of alcohol
per 210 litem of breath, for example, insulates the state's analysts from the responsibility of demonstrating any knowledge
of the effects of alcohol on a driver or of being ahle to correlate the measurement of alcohol in breath with alcohol in
blood, assuring that the state's scientific witness will never
have to appear in the character of a knowledgeable expert
while simultaneously allowing the state to apply the gloss of
whatever education and experience he may have toward an
apparent validation of the machine's results.
-

-
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Although the state has the power to
create legislation to exempt its testing
program and support staff from the
responsibility of complying with customaty standards of professional competence, it necessarily creates anomalies
that expose that action. One suchanomaly appears in the patent upon which the
Intoxilyzer 5000 is based, so an attorney
defending a client against Intoxilyzerderived results should, without the direct
assistance of a scientific consultant Or
expert witness, be able to obtain significant admissions from the state's own
expert including a statement that, baaed
on the data published in the Intoxilyzer
5000's patent, the device is useless for
the purpose of analyzing or assaying
alcohol in breath samples.

Essential Facts to Have
Available at Trial
It is essential that the defense is prepared to produce in court a copy of the
patent on which the lntoxilyzer 5000 is
based' and be ahle to locate within it the
following quotations (all footnotes are
adds by
eiht auth-):
-"The first wavelen g th Z of
infrared energy3, 3.95 microns"
for example, is selected to be
insensitive to absorption5by both
the predetermined e n e r q absorbing compound such as ethanol
and the unknown energy absoibing compounds such as acetone
and water vapor. The second
wavelength of infrared energy,
3.48 microns for example, is

selected to he significantly absorbed by ethanol."
(abstract)

to 100% tiansmittance (also marked with an arrow). Where a
line drawn straight down from the point marked on the wavelength scale and a line &awn di~ectlyacross from the pelcent
"For the pniposes of this discussion, the 3.95 m i c ~ o ~ transmittance scale intersect is a point characteristic of any
substance that is non-absorbing at 3.95 microus. (This point is
wavelength for the de~.encechannel6 is insensitive o
indicated
with an "X" on the plot.) [This point can he also
is not absorbed by all potential infrared enelgy absorb
made for the 3.80 micron refemce channel, and it is illustrated
ing compounds"
with an inve~tedarrow and an " 0on the same figu~e.] The
(sec 6, lines 28-31)
patent specifically states that none of the named compounds
"The first aperhnz 18 is covered by a nanow ban< -water vapor, ethanol, and acetone - ahsorh energy of this
wavelength, so all three of the plots illnst~atedon figure 5
optical filter 20 which is less than 4 microns."
must pass through this point.
(sec 4, lifw 19-20)
But nose of them do.

Familiarity with figure 5 in the patent is also esseutial.
In addition to the patent, a copy of "The Texas B~zatk
Alcohol Testing Plograin Operator's Manual7" should ht
available to show that "[tllze amount of energy absorbed i~
proportiorin1 to the aicmber of nzolecules [of alcohol] present." The technical supe~visoiwill be familiar with this facl
(known to analysts as "Beer's law8''), but he may not he coop
erative in explaining it. (Beer's law is explained in earIie1
editions of "The Texas
B~eathAlcohol Testing Program
g
Operator's Manual " hut this explanation, like many of the
relevant technical details of the testing program, has been
omitted in the cnnent edition.)

The Validity of the Scientific Data on which
the Patent 1s Based
The patent specifically says tbat iufiaaed energy having a
wavelength of 3.95 microns is not absofhed by aleohol, a nitical point because the 3.95 mic~onwavelength is used as the
reference channel for adjusting the Intoxilyze~.(Although the
patent discusses 3.95 microns as the non-absorbing wavelength around which it is designed, another wavelength may
he employed. Wisconsin's Intoxilyzer 5000s. for example,
are described as using a 3.80 miclon, non-absorbing reference
hand". Texas' breath testing manual, a document of lesser
technical merit, omits this c~iticaldetail altogether, although
the technical supervisors will acknowledge that Texas
machines also utilize the 3.80 micron reference band. Any
attempt by the state's expert to confuse theissue by quibbling
over this point and thus deny the relevance of the patent to the
application of the instrunlent to field use is specious because
the pateut specifically covers the use of either hand when it
states, "TheJrst aperture 18 is c o ~ ~ e r ebyd a narrow ba~zd
optri.nljilte~20 which is less than 4 microns. " (sec 4, line 1920)." Either hand - 3.80 micron 013.95 ~nicion-qualifies
as "...less than 4 microns.")
The statemeut that " h e 3.95 micron wavelengthfor the ref.
ereme channel is irtsensitive or is not absorbed by all potential i~zpa~wd
enelgy absorbing conzpounds" means that all the
light of this wavelength that is shined into any sample will
pass through it without heing absorbed. That statement identifies a parlicular point on the patent's Figure 5 that can he
located by finding on the wavelength scale along the top of
the figure the value corresponding to 3.95 microns (marked
with an awow on this reproduction), then finding on the peacent transmittance" scale 011 the left the value coti.espmlding

The Admissions Regarding the Validiiy of
Intoxilyzer Results
Because they do not conform to the requirements of the text
of the patent and - more importantly - because the text
really does describe some of the necessary conditions for creating a workable inst~ument,the state's expert will have to
admit the following:
1. If alcohol, acetone, or water vapor actually ahsorh
infrared energy at 3.95 (or 3.80) microns as figure 5
shows, the inescapable conclusion must he drawn that
the Intoxilyzer 5000, an device desigued around this
wavelength's heing "i~iseilsitiveto absorption by both
the predetemiined energy absorbing compormd srrch as
ethanol and the s~tknownenergy nbsorbi~igcompoc~nds
snch as neetone and water vapor" cannot work and it
cannot he used to test for the quantity of alcohol in
breath.

2. The second possibility - although probably not much
of an inlpmvemeet from the state's perspective -is for
the expert to decla~ethe data published in figure 5 to he
incorrect. (It is not diff~cultto demonstrate the impossihiliry of altering or re-plotting this data to make it useable, so it cannot he dismissed as a misprint or simple
plotting error.) The witness must then agree that the
Beer's law's absorption coefficient programmed into the
Intoxilyzer 50001%ust be wrong because the value of
the absorption coefficient had to have been obtained
from figwe 5 in the patent, the only published data associated with the Intoxilyzer 5000 and the same data that
he has declared invalid. If the abso~ptioncoefficient is
wrong, then the value of alcohol calculated and repolted
must also be wrong.
3. Assuming the state's expert doesn't want to admit the
lntoxilyzer 5000 can't work or that its 'esults must he
wiong, his only t w o m e is to declare that the value of
the absorption coefficient programmed into the instrument came from diffe~entdata. Gary Trichter repmdnccd a letter fiom Richard Baxter, Scientific Director
of the DPS Breath Alcohol Testing PmgramI3that states
that "[no one] in the Te.vas Breath Alcohol Testing
Program is in possession of [nor] eligible to receive any
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of the ... software (programming) content of the
httoxilyzer 5000," so the expert will have to produce
credible documentation to contradict this statement and
validate his claim to knowledge that he is not eligible to
possess. (Transcripts of technical supervisor testimony
in 1996 are available to confirm this point.) It is critically important a t this point to stress t h a t any
attempt to produce data not related to the data programmed into the Intoxilyaer 5000 is irrelevant to the
issue because only the data programmed into the
Infoxilyzer 5000 affects the reported value. The expert
may produce his own laboratory's data or data published
in some reference book or journal but, regardless of the
merit of that data, it will be of no significance unless he
is able to demonstrate that it is identical to data contained in the Intoxilyzer's progmm.

Summary
As the field representative of the scientific director of the
DPS breath alcohol testing program the technical supervisor
is responsible for explaining the scientific principles underlying that program. Based on the patent and his documented
knowledge of data programmed into the Intoxilyzer, he must
do one of the following:
1. State that the Intoxilyzer 5000 cannot be used to determine the amount of alcohol in a breath sample or,
2. State that it is possible to determine the amount of
alcohol in a breath sample but that the reported value
must be wrong or,

3. Demonstrate that the Intoxilyzer 5000 used for the
defendant's test was progtammed with data which the
witness is not eligible to possess.
There is no fourth alternative.
1
2

-

3

4

"Breath Analyzer" U. S Patent Number 4,587,427
issued May 6,1986, U S Department of Commerce
Wavelength - Light is often pictured as a series of
waves such as those created by throwing a rock into a
pool of calm water. The distance between the peaks of
the waves is called the wavelength. The most precise
way to accurately describe the energy or color of lightis
to specify its unique wavelength; Infrared energy Light, as the human eye perceives it,
can be broken into a rainbow colors ranging from red to
violet. Light just beyond the limit of visual perception
on the red end of this rainbow is called infra-red. Our
perception of this light is not as a color but as heat, so
we usually refer to it as infrared energy rather than
infrared light. Nevertheless, it obeys the basic laws of
physics that govern light.
Micron -A micron is exactly 111000 of a millimeter or
approximately 1125,000 of an inch. Microns are convenient units for describing the wavelength of infrared
light.
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Insensitive to absorption inon-absorhind - This is
another way of saying that all the light passes through
the sample; none is absorbed or deflected. It means that
the sample transmits or allows to pass all (100%) of the
light that is shinedinto it.
Reference Channel -The Intoxilyzer resets and adjusts
itself by using the infrared light of 3.95 (or 3.80)
microns wavelength. This wavelength (or "band" or
"channel") is therefore its reference point for making
adjustments.
"The Texas Breath Alcohol Testing P r o g r a m
Operator's Manual", TLElbr-38 (rev.71941,
Department of Public Safety, Austin, Texas
Beer's Law - Beer's law says that if you know how
much infiwed light you shine into a sample and if you
know how much of that light passes through it, you can
calculate how much alcohol you have in that sample. To
make the calculation, you must know the exact value of
a number called the "absorption coefficient". Beer's
law is in every analytical chemistry text, so an expert
who has taken any basic class in analytical chemistry has
studied this law.
"The Texas B r e a t h Alcohol Testing P r o g r a m
Operator's Manual", LABIbr-38 (Rev. 84),
Department of Public Safety, Austin, Texas, for example, includes this discussion although it erroneously
refers to Beer's law as the "Beer-Lambert" law
r'Basic Training Program for Breath ExaminerSpecialist
Student Study Guide", Wisconsin State
Patrol, Wisconsin Departanent of Transportation
Percent Transmittance - This is the percent of light
shined into a sample that actually passes through it.
The argument may be made that the Intoxilyzer does not
specifically incorporate a numerical value of the absorption coefficient. Such an argument is purely semantic
and has no technical merit. Whether the value is included as a numerical value or as part of a more complex
mathematical expression is irrelevant; it is included in
the program.
13 "DetoxiFying the Intoxilyzer" by J. Gary Trichter and
Michael Peiia, March 3,1995 *
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James L. Booker earned his Ph.D. in Analytical Chemistry
?om the U ~ l i vof
. Washington ht 1970, and his M.S. in
'norganic Chemistry from Texas Technological College in
1965. He is the principal consultant of Central Texas
hzalyfical Consulrants in Eddy, Texas and has testified as an
*xuert?noverl,OOOtrials.- -

MCI Network
The Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association announces another outstanding
addition to member services
with its enthusiastic endorsement of this "extra value" long
distance telephone servicefor TCDLA Members Only!

Sprint Network

Z94 to 13.94prr
minute! Consolidated
billing of all 800 and
outbound services.

32% kss than MC!
Vision rates! Discounts
on idout of state & 800.

AT&T Network

25% bss than
standardAT&Trates!

TCDLA's Program. Fax for the details
{number at right)! Or mail to:
UWI Association Programs
7000 Squibb, Suite 310
Mission, Kansas 66202
Phone 1-800-342-9287
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Lost Evidence
Finding a Stick when they Hide the Ball

cedure, the lab discards the swabs after 30 days. The remaining

due process in two situatioos. The fist
involves the withholding of exculpato~y
evidence and is governed by Brad)? 13.
Maryland, 3 73 U. S , 83, 87, 83 S.Ct.
1194, 1196-97, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963).
The second involves the government's
failure to preseive evidence potentially
useful to the accused and is governed by
Arizorza v. Yo~mgblood,srrpra.
The difference between Brady_aod
Yomigblood is impoitant. This a~ticle
will addless Art.1, $19 as it relates to the
Yomgblood situation: the failure of the
government to preserve evidence potentially useful to the accused. Potentially
useful evidence cannot be called exculpatory because it was not preserved.
That is, one caouot accu~atelyclassify it
because it no longer exists.

evidence is completely circumstantial. The accused is convicted

The Federal Standard

A

white teenage girl is raped and

murdered. Swabs of her vagina

reveal spermatozoa. The investigation
focuses on a black man, who adamantly maintains his innocence. Scientific
analysis of the sperm is critical to the
defense and the only sure way to estab-

By Rick Hagen

lish innocence. Following routine pro-

and sentenced to death.
Clarence Blandley could not prove that law enforcement acted in bad faith
when the swabs were destroyed and was left without a remedy. However,
lawyers like Mike DeGeuiin and Paul Nugent were able to establish other due
process violations and Brandley's death senteuce was set aside. See Ex parte
Brandley, 781 S.W.2d 886 (Tx.Cr.App. 1989).
blood specimens, and videotapes
Eveiyone is not so foituoate. Latent finge~p~ints,
are mutiuely lost by 1aw.enforcement officials through negligence and happenstance. An accused nlust show that the governmeut acted in bad faith when potentially useful evidence is lost or destroyed before he has a remedy. The duty to preserve evidence is limited to evidence that has an appxent exculpatory value before
destmction. Cal$orztia 1s Trornbetta, 467 US. 479, 104 S.Ct. 2528,81 L.Fxl.2d 413
(1984). To establish the exculpato~yvalue of the evidence, the accused must show
that the lost evidence was both favorable and material to his case. U.S. 11.
ValerterrelKBer~~a~
458 US. 858, lOTS.CtT3440, 73L.W.2d 1193 (1982). Thc
goveinmeot, while ~csponsibleto maintaining and preserving evidence used to p~osecute citizens, is not penalized for the loss of poteotially useful evidence unless the
accused can show bad faith. Al.izorza I. Yorrngbloorl, 488 U.S. 51, 109 SCt. 333,
102 L.Ed.2d 281 (1988), reh. denied, 488 U.S. 1051, 109 S.Ct. 885, 102 L.Ed.2d
1007 (1989).
s issues: (1) the protection the Texas constitution
This article will a d d ~ t two
should afford a citizen when the government fails to pleserve potentially useful
evidence; TexConst. Art.1, $19; and, (2) the ability of trial courts to fashion
applopriate remedies when potentially useful evidence is not p~eseived
The federal constitution iecognizes "what might loosely be called the at= of
constilutionalIy guaianteed access to evidence." U.S. v. Valerrzsela-Bernal,supra.
The government's failuie to preserve evidence within its control violates federal

.

In Yormgblood, a young boy was
sodomized The govemuent failed to pleserve a swab taken of the child's anus and
his semen stained clothes. The accused
claimed that test results on the semen and
swab might have completely exonerated
him. In distinguishing Yotrngblood from
Brndy, the Sup~emeCou~theld:
The Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment, as interp~etedin B r d y , makes the good or
bad faith of the State irrelevant
wheo the State fails to disclose to
the defendant material exculpatoly
evidence. But we think the Due
Process Clause requires a different
result when WEdeal \<th the failure
of the State to preserve evidentiary
mate~ialof which no more can be
said than that it could have been
subjected to tests, the results of
which might have exonerated the
defendant . . . [Ulnless a criminal
defendant can show bad faith on
the p a r t of the police, failure to
preserve potentially useful evidence does not constitute a denial
of due process of law.
Id, 109 0 9 s at337-38. (emphasis added).
p

Under Yozmgblood, had faith on the part of the government
The victim, who did not have another winter jacket, made
is the gravamen of a due process violation. Youugblood cited repeated requests to the police for its return. Six weeks after
two reasons for rejecting the Brady standard and requiring the rape, and before Morales was indicted,.the police returned
bad Faith when dealing with the loss of potentially useful evi- the jacket. One month after the jacket was returned, the vicdence. First, the Court was concerned that judges would have tim saw Morales on the street. Believing that Mosales was
diff~cultydetermining the significance of the lost evidence - a her attacker, the victim went to the police and had Morales
task the Court d e l i b e d a s "treache~ous."Second, there was a anested. Id. at 588.
concern with imposing on police an "undifferentiated and
Blood grouping tests on a vaginal swab revealed the presabsolute duty" to retain and preserve all material that could ence an antigenic substance that could only have been
conceivably be of value in a pa~ticularcase. You~~gblaorl deposited by a person with type A blood. lil. at 587. Testing
essentially held that bad faith by the police is limited to a situ- established that Morales was type 0 blood and excluded him
ation where the police knew of the exculpatory value of the as being responsible for the substance found in the victim's
evidence at the time it is lost or destroyed. Id. 109 S.Ct 337. vagina. At trial, Morales moved to huve the charges dismissed because the police failed to preserve the jacket as eviS h o u l d T h e Texas Constitution Afford G r e a t e r dence. The basis of Morales' argument was that by returning
Protection Than Youtrg6lood?
the jacket the police had deprived him of possible DNA eviThe Court of Criminal Appeals has not yet decided dence to prove his innocence, or possible impeachment e n l applied to claims dence if no semen were found on the jacket. Morales did not
whether the Youngblood standard w ~ lhe
raised under Art.1, $19. Heirntan v. State, 815 S.W.2d 681 argue that the police acted in bad faith.
(Tx.Cr.App. 1991). acknowledged that the Texas consti&On appeal, Morales argued that the failure to preserve the
tion may afford citizens greater protection than the federal jacket violated his right to due process of law under Art.1, $8
constitution. A Heirman analysis includes the following of the Connecticut constitution, which reads "No person shall
considerations:
... be deprived of life, liherty or property without due process
(1) a textual examination of the constitutional p~wvision;
of law ..." The intermediate appellate court denied relief and
(2) evidence of the framed intent;
held that the Yoza~gbloodstandard would apply to claims
(3) the history and application of prbvision,
raised under the Connecticut constitution. Id. at 588.
(4) other states jurispmdence; and,
The Connecticut Supreme Court disagreed. The Court held
(5) practical policy considerations.
that a balancing test was the better standard for determining
whether the loss of potentially useful evidence deprived a citiRegarding the due coulse of law provision of the Texas zen of due process. Uuder Morales a trial court must balance
constitution, the first two considerations provide little insight. the totality of the circumstauces surrounding the missing evidence, including the following factors:
Article I, 519 of the Texas constitution p~ovides:
No citizen of this State shall he deprived of life, liberty,
(1) the materiality of the missing evidence;
property, privileges or immunities, or in any manner disfran(2) the likelihood of mistaken interpretation of the evichised, except by the due course of the law of land.
dence by witnesses or the jury;
The fifth amendment to the federal constitution in part
(3) the reason the evidence is missing; and,
provides:
(4) the prejudice to the accused.
No person shall he. . . deprived of life, liberty or propId. at 594-595.
elty, without due process of law.
The Court in Morales snpported its departure from
T h e ~ eis little evidence regalding the framer's intent when Yoar~g6loodwith the following reasoning
Art.1, 519 was drafted, other than they did not intend for the
Fairness dictates that when a person's liberty is at
Texas constitution to he interpreted lock-step with the fedwal
stake, the sole fact of whether the police or another state
constitution. 815 S.W.2d at 690. Morever, the thud Heitnurn
official acted in good or bad faith in failing to preserve
consideration provides little guidance because the preevidence cannot he determinative of whether the criminal defendant has received due p~ocessof law. Rather,
Heifman cases virtually always interpreted Art.1, $19 as p1.oviding the same plntection as the fifth amendment.
our constitution imposes celtain obligations on the state
However, an examination of cases from other states, and
to insure that the criminal trial is "a search for truth, not
practical policy considerations, provide a persuasive argument
an adve~sarygame."
that Youngbloorl's had faith litmus test should he rejected in
Id. at 593.
claims raised under Art.1, 519.
So far, a least eight other states have rejected Yorotgblood's
Other States
had faith litmus test under their state constitutions. People V.
State 1,. Mar-ales, 657 A.2d 585 (Conn. 1995) is representa- Newberry, 652 N.E2d 288 (Ill. 1995); State v. Osoka11~1ni,461
tivc of the trend by other states in disapproving of the S.W.2d 504 (W.Va. 1995); State I*. Delisle, 648 A.2d 632 (Vt.
Yocrngblood standard. In Mornles a woman was raped in 1994); E.t porte Gingo, 605 So.2d 1237 (Ala. 1992);
December of 1990. Penetration occuned in the vagina and Commonn~errlth11. Heudcrson, 582 N.E.2d 496 (Mass. 1991);
anus. The assailant ejaculated in the victim's rectum and State v. Matafea, 787 P.2d 671 (Hawaii 1990); Hamnonrl I*.
wiped his penis on her jacket. Ejaculate was left on the jack- State, 569 A.2d 81 (Del. 1989); and, Tlrorne v. Dept. of
et, which the police seized as evidence. Id. at 588.
Public Safety, 774 P.2d 1326 (Alaska 1989).
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Practical Policy Considerations
Barider v. State, 921 S.W.2d 696 (Tx.Cr.App. 1996), the
most recent case interpreting the Texas constitution as
affording greater protection than the federal constitution,
essentially dispensed with a rigid application of the four
Heitman considerations. In Basder the Court rejected the
intentional goading requirement of Oregon 1). Kennedy and
held that a successive prosecution is jeopardy barred when a
prosecutor is aware of but consciously disregards the risk
that an objectionable event for which he is responsible would
require a mistrial at the request of the accused. Id. at 699.
Bauder is important because of the emphasis it placed on
practical policy considerations. The Court in Bauder reasoned that there were practical advantages of a less subjective rule than one that necessarily depends on the specific
purpose of a government agent. Eliminating the intent of
government agents as an issue permits the more certain
application of rules. The Court in Barrder was correct when
it noted that "gauging the subjective intent of a prosecutor is
not an easy thing to do."Zd. at 699.
Yormgblood requires trial courts to determine the intent of
government agents - an issue disapproved of in Bauder. As
one commentator observed:
If police knowledge of actual exculpatory value is
indeed a required part of any showing of bad faith, the
practical effect is to rob defendants of any meanit~gful
due process protection in cases of destruction of potentially exculpatory evidence. If the defendant in one of
these cases had evidence which could independently
prove that the destroyed evidence would have been
exculpatory, it is likely that the independent evidence
would by itself exculpate the defendant, thereby rendering the destroyed evidence unimportant to the individual defendant. Thus, given that the defendant has
the burden of proof, it is unlikely that any defendant
who needs the protection will ever he able to satisfy
the standard.
Note, "The Role of Police Culpability in Leon and
Yoairgblooif, 76 Va.L.Rev. 1213, 1223 (1990).
Regardless of intent, any government action that deprives
an accused of a fair trial violates due process. Yorrrrgblood
bad faith litmus test is unacceptable as a proper means for
ensuring that an accused receives a fair trial. Given the
opportunity, the Court of Criminal Appeals should reject
Yoringblood and adopt balancing test, similar to the one in
Morales, for claims brought under Art.1, $19.

Creative Remedies
Not all cases involviiig lost or destroyed evidence will
warrant dismissal. The Court in Morales recognized that if
a trial court concludes that the due process rights of an
accused have been violated, dismissal is not automatically
required, even if the missing evidence has adversely affected the accused's right to a fair trial. Id. at 595. Mornles
gave trial courts discretion to fashion any remedy that
appropriately offsets the prejudice that the accused has suffered because of the missing evidence. The Court reasoned
that this approach eliminated the Hohson's choice of either
dismissing all charges or denying any relief to an accused
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who possibly has been harmed because of negligence by the
government. Id. at 595-596.
While acknowledging that dismissal was not the only remedy,
the Court in Morales gave no indication as to what other remedies a trial court may fashion Rather the Court merely held:
[A] hial court must decide each case depending on its
own facts, assess the materiality of the evidence and the
degree of prejudice to the accused, and formulate a remedy that vindicates his or her rights. * * * The ultimate
question for the trial court in such a case is: What remedy best serves the interest of justice?
Id. at 596. (internal citations omitted).
Under Morales , if a trial court determines that justice does
not warrant dismissal, the court must have first determined
that some other remedy vindicates the prejudice to the
accused. The question left unanswered by Morales is what
type of remedy, other than dismissal, might a trial court
employ to vindicate the rights of the accused? The following
might he considered: the exclusion of certain evidence; preventing certain witnesses from testifying; restricting the government's jwy argument; a reduction in the type of offense
prosecuted; and, at1 adverse inference jury instruction. The
jury in Yorir~gbloodwas instructed that if they found that the
government lost evidence, they might infer the true fact
adversely to the prosecution. See 109 S.Ct. 335.

Conclusion
The loss or destmctioll of evidence, even in the absence or
bad faith, can result in a deprivation of due process.
Yorir~gbloodlimitation of bad faith to situations where police
know of the exculpatory value of evidence at the time it is
lost or destroyed is too restrictive. The exculpatory value of
evidence is rarely immediately apparent. Under Art.1, $19, a
trial court should consider the totality of the circumstances
when deciding if a due process violation has occurred. If a
trial court determines that due process has beell offended,
the court should be allowed to fashion ally remedy justice
demands.
Rick Hagen received his B.A. from Austin College and his
J.D. from the University of Oklahoma. He served as a bl-iefing attorney on the Court of Criminal Appeals and is board
certified in criminal law. His practice is limited to CI-iminal
defense and he is a oartner with Jackson & Hagen in Denton.
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Preparing the
Case for Trial
T

he purpose of this essay
is not to tell you that you
have a duty to prepare for
trial. The purpose is rather to
give you one lawyer's opinion
about how to prepare for trial. In
the past ten years (with 2 112
..
years off while working at the
Court of Criminal Appeals'), I
have been lead counsel in
By David A. Srhulman
approximately 50 criminal jury
trials (and 17 civil jury trials) and
approximately another 25 bench
trials. I have been able to benefit
from watching how more experienced lawyers prepared their
cases and themselves for trial,
and have been able to see, first
hand, how being the most prepared person in the courtroom
can mean the difference between
By Karyl lean Krug
l o s i n g case-hould
~
kwon
and winning a case that should be lost. On more than one
occasion, I have experienced the latter. Although I'll
never know for certain, I don't believe I've ever experienced the former.
~

-

-
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Scope
I have separated my thoughts into five categories. The time-frame divisions
are the ones I utilize when preparing for hial. Understanding that this is not the
only, or mayhe even the best, way to prepare for trial, I know that it works for
me. I hope it will help you in some form.
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Preparing thle Casie for Trial

Because every trial involves drawing
on the body of knowledge you hav,e
accumulated in your life, it is hard to say
when "trial preparation" begins. Every
one of us who tries criminal cases knows
that some of the tools and tricks that we
use were acquired many years ago, SO
maybe we can say we started "preparing
the case for triar' even before we went to
Law school. Realistically, however, it is
Fair to say that your trial pi~parationreally begins the very fmt moment you start
to learn about a cane. Maybe this is
when you learn about a case on the
phone, maybe it's when you meet your
client for the first time. In any case, ival
trial preparation hegiis with your initial
inquiry into the facts of the case.
Bear in mind one thing: Preparing a
criminal case for trial is, or should be,
very much like preparing for a fight with
a much larger and faster opponent.
Their size and speed can often be of little importance if you are more prepared.

Initial Investigation
[Sweeping the Minefield)
I have always found that it is better, if
possible, to know what it is the police or
prosecution is saying your client did&!&
you get your client's version of the story.
An too often, when I first spoke with my
client-bef-I
had done any discavely,I
later felt like the State had given me the
wmng file when I finally began discovery.
When1have looked at the State's fileor,
at a minimum, have reviewed the affidavit
given to the issuing magistrate in suppofi
of the amst warrant for my client, determ i ~ the
n ~actual dispute is much eilsier.
Let's face it ... our clients often ... viewed
the important events differently from
everyone else, and when I already know
what the allegations are, I am more able to
"calF a client on his story earlier on in the
event he tries to creatively interpret the

-

-

facts. Seriously, even when you're not wonied about prevaricating clients, knowing what the allegations are before you intervim
your client will mean a more pmductive interview.
The importance of the first meeting
with your client cannot be overstated. This is the time when
y m begin to formulate your opinion about the case and yout
client. Besides getting all the requird infoimation for your
computer database (or index cards, if you haven't reached the
'90s yet), this is when you get to feel the bumps on their head,
to steal a phrase fmm Lawyer Chappell.
Regardless of what else happens, I use the initial interview
to ascertain whether I believe the case will end up going to a
trial or a plea of guilty. Very often, regardless of what my
client tells me, I have been able to determine that they will
ultimately plead guilty. Sometimes they will demonstrate
that, despite their protestations to the contrary, they are guilty
and are just waiting to get the right deal. Sometimes they will
demonstrate a lack of intestinal fortitude - even if they're uot
guilty, they'll end up pleading guilty. In either case, I know
early on not to waste too much time or effort preparing their
case for ttial, because there won't he any.
I always discuss potential defenses and defensive strategies
as early as possible. I have found that the earlier my client is
involved in the preparation of their case, the better things
work out. Additionally, like Jimmy Stewmt in Anatomy ofa
Murder, you can use the initial interview to convey certain
things to your client. Facts about the offense about which you
don't want to be told, for example,
The final thing I try to do in the initial interview is to form
an opinion about the competency andlor sanity of my client.
More than one time I have determined that my client was not
able to understand what the case was all abouf, ar even begin
to understand the piocedure.

Discovery Process (A Search and Destroy
Mission)
While it is a given that the p~osecutionwill never give you
anything important without a fight, and might not give you
anything you don't already have, there are certain motions
and other discovery vehicles you should have in your arsenal
for use in
case that is going to trial.
As soon as I am reasonably certain that a case is going to
trial, I file certain motions iutended to ensure that we get all
the information in the prosecutor's file to which we are entitled. Most of these motions, you should know, are contained
in the same or similar form in the motions which can he purchased from TCDLA. (Note: in a county which bas an "open
file" policy, I file an '"omnibus" motion which contains eack
of the motions in a separate paragraph) The following
motions, the titles of which are fairly self-explanatory:

General Discovery motions:
1.
2.

Motion for Discovery and Inspection of Evidence
Motion for Discovery and Inspection of Audio and/or
Video Tape(s)

Brady and Related Motions:
1.
2.
3.

Motion to List Witnesses
Motion for Discovery of Criminal Record of Victim
Motion for Discovery of Criminal Record of Witnesses

Motion for Discovery of Witnesses Favorable to
Defendant
5. Motion for P~oductionand Inspection of Evidence and
Information Which May Lead to Evidence
6. Motion for Production and Inspection of Grand Jury
Transcript
7. Mstion to Require the State to Reveal any Agreement
between State and any Witness that Could
Conceivably Influence Theu Testimony
Motion to Require Disclosure of Confidential
8.
Informer's Identity
peanests under Tex.R.Crim.Evid. 4041b) and 609 and Aa.
37.07.V.A.C.C.P,
In addition to the discovery motions listed above, I
request that the prosecutor give me notice as required by
Rules 404h and 609, as well as Article 37.07 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. While the form is not of paramount
importance, I prefer to use certified letters, return receipt
requested, so that I can prove notice was requested, if necessary. The body of each request is as follows:
Rule 404b: "I hereby request that your office provide me
with written notice of your intent to introduce into evidence,
as part of the State's case in chief, during the trial of the
ahove captioned case, any evidence of other crimes, wrongs,
or acts other than that arising in the same transaction, committed by [MrlMs. Last Name], whether you intend to introduce
such evidence as p m f of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, absence of mistake or accident. Specifically, I request that you provide such notice at
least ten (10) days prior to the first scheduled trial date."
provide me with
Rule 609: "I hereby requst that your
written notice of your intent to introduce into evidence, during
the trial of the above captioned case, evidence of conviction of
xime to impeach the following witnesses for defense. [List the
names and aliases of all potential defense witnesses].
Additionally, I respectfully request that your office specify
:ach conviction to be used to impeach and to provide such
~nfolmationin a timely fashion, in order for Defendant to be
$ven a fair opportunity to cantest the use of such evidence.
Specifically, I request that you provide such notice at least ten
:lo) days prior to the first scheduled trial date."
Aticle 37.07 6 3@: '7 hereby request that your office provide me with written notice, in the manner prescribed by Rule
104b, Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence, of your intent to
ntraduce into evidence, as part of the State's case in chief,
iuring the trial of the ahove captioned case, any evidence of
zher crimes, wrongs, or acts other than that arising in the
tame transaction, committed by [Mr./Ms. Last Name],
~hetheryou intend to introduce such evidence as proof of
notive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge,
dentity, absence of mistake or accident. Specifically, I
cquest that you provide such notice at least ten (10) days
xior to the f i t scheduled tial date."
f If you have been
:ourt appointed to represeut an indigent defendant and it
tppears you are going to go to trial, you are entitled to certain
~ssistance,paid for by the State (or, more specifically, the
ocal county). Paramount among these is the motion for the
~ppointmentof an investigator. As soon as you reasonably
:xpect that your case is going to go to trial, file this motion.
4.
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In many counties you will have to justify your request. Even
if you haven't developed a defensive theory which will
demonstrate a need for an investigator, point out to the judge
with the purse strings that you will need someone to serve
subpoenas on the witnesses you intend to call ("and I can't
use the local constable without revealing part of my defensive
theory . . ..") at frial. Persistence is important.
As court appointed counsel, you are also entitled to the
appointment of certain experts, at State expense, when you
can demonstrate a specific need. Some of the experts you
might be entitled to anz
1. D N Testing:
~
where the results of drug test will be at
issue, you can get funds to hire an independent expert to
conduct a test of the alleged drugs. McBride v. State,
838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex.Cr.App. 1992).
2. Psycholoeical Examinations: Where your client's mental
state will be an important issue, such as if you are proffering
an insanity defense, the County might have to pay for apsychiatrist or psychologist to assist you. Ake 1s Oklalo~nu,
470 U.S. 68, 105 S.Ct. 1087, 84 L.Ed.2d 53 (1985);
DeFreece v. State, 848 S.W.2d 150 (Tex.Cr.App. 1993).
3. Forensic Specialists: If you have a specific need for a
particular forensic expert, you are entitled to funds to
hire an independent expert to assist. For example, a
forensic pathologist might be indicated when the "mechanism of death" will be c~ntested. Re)? v. State, 897
S.W.2d 333 (Tex.Cr.App. 1995).
4. Eyewihess Identification: Recently, it was held that an
expert to assist the defense was indicated when the identity of the perpetrator of the offense was at issue and
there were specifii factors indicating that the eyewitness

identification might be suspect. Jordan v. Stale,
S.W.2d -(Tex.Cr.App. No. 831-94, June.12,1996).
The motion should closely resemble the motion for the
appointment of an investigator, but it must be supported by
your aftidavit which demonstrates your need. Several things
are important to remember in connection with these motions.
First, you will undoubtedly need to have preliminary consultations with potential expects so that you can state, under oath,
exactly what is your need and how the experts could assist.
Second, these motions should be psesented to the trial court en
parts, and not be filed with the clerk of the con% hut rather
submitted as a sealed exhibit to be retained by the official
court reporter. In the event the trial court requires you to file
a motion supporting your request, a "skeletal" motion can be
fled, stating that you need certain expert(@, without reflect.
ing exactly what type of expert(s) are needed.

Preparing Yourself for Buttle (Gettin' your
Suit from the Cleaners)
In addition to an effective discovery plan, an independent
investigation is necessary. Exparte D m , 607 S.W.2d 507,
516-517 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980)("Defense counsel hiw a duty to
conduct a thorough independent investigation of the facts of
the crime alleged against his client).
Crime Scene: In most cases, defense counsel cannot he fully
prepared wiIhout a trip to the "scene of the mime." Having seen
the place where the alleged crime took place, you will be better
able to cross-examine any eyewitnesses, be~anseyou will be
aware of any flaws in their testimony, such as when a witnesses
claims to have seen something fromaplace with no line of sight
to the spot where the incident took place. Obviously, in cases
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such as forgery, a crime scene visit is probably not necessary. It
is doubtful, however, that one can properly try a murder case
without seeing where the killing took place.
Physical Evidence: It is important that counsel conduct a
personal inspection of the State's evidence, whenever and to
the extent possible. You should he looking for such things as
guns that won't function and h i v e s with blades too bmad to
cause the specific wounds. These are fairly obvious, hut you
never know what you'll find. Also, to the extent possible,
whether retained or appointed, you should arrange for physical inspection of the evidence by your independent experts in
approp~+ate
chumstancm.
State's Witnesses: The ability to anticipate the State's evidence is one of the skills of a good trial attorney. This is not
accomplished by clairvoyance, but by determining, as much as
is possible, what the testimony of each State's witness will he,
planning your ohjections, and making preparations for
impeaching witnesses. This means using whatever vehicles are
available to you to leam what the witnesses ace likely to say.
V e ~ yoften, even when you cannot obtain a copy of a particular
witness's statement, the content of their testimony is easily
determined. For example, in a murder case in which there were
eleven gunshot wounds in the deceased's body, it is fairly obvious that the medical examiner on the State's witness list will
testify that the deceased died of multiple gunshot wounds.
Planning the introduction of vour evidence: In cases in
which you will be putting on evidence during the defmse's
case, it is always a good idea to plan every aspect of getting
your evidence admitted. Besides obtaining exhibit stickers
for each exhibit, it is necessary to determine which Rule (or
lules) of Evidence support admission of each particular piece
of evidence. This entails anticipating what ohjections the
State will lodge against you. If you have prepared your ease
well, you will be able to counter the State's objection.
Envisioning the perfect jmy: Preparing for iwir dire means
more than having a canned examination planned out. If ivir
dire is going to he of any help, it is important that you tailor it
to your case every time. To me, this means trying to determine what type of people I want and don't want onmy jury.
A good method to use is to develop a stereotype to use as a
template. Next you determine what character traits this
stereotypical member of the venire will have. Perfect planning wiU involve coming up with a question which reveals

Oramaticatl~impro~~yonrcms-mination
technique
overnight! This revolutionary book not only reveals the
seventeen secrets of great cross-examinatinnbut translates common courtroom situations into easy-to-rememher acronyms you'll use forever. Lose your nervousness
cross-examining witnesses. Simply apply an acronym.
then follow the letters within it to automatically destroy experts, investigators, damage witnesses, policemen, informants. identity witnesses. vinually every type
of civil or criminal witness ro win your case. This book
is the only guide you will need on cross-examination

1
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8530 Wikhire Blvd., Suile 404. Beverly Hills. CA 90211
or call (310) 845-5246 for iaformation.
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important things about a pelson without announcing them for
all to hear. For example, asking membe~sof the venire to
raise their hands if they're "dittoheads" will ferret out Rush
Limhaugh fans. If your stereotypical Rush Limbaugh fan is
similar to the stereotypical good m bad juror, you might he
ahle to ascertain this information without revealing to the
Srate where you are going.

Preparin the Witness (A Trip to the
Woodshe$)
At some point you will determine whether your client will
testify. If you client is going to testify, you will want his or her
testimony to he effective. Ensuing that your client's testimony
will achieve maximum effectiveness is a function of (a) leamiug the client's sto~y,(h) spotting potential holes andlor weaknesses in the story, ancf (c) addressing potential objections.
Learning your client's story and educating the witness to
achieve the desired level of effectivehess is a function of educating the witness and neutralizing the flaws in his or her stoiy. I
have found that, the cases in which my client testified effectively,
wele the cases in which we spent a lot of time in prepamtion.
"Wdshedding" your clieut means listening to their story
many times. You have to ask questions, and stop them when
they try to skate over pmhlern areas. Remember, pointing out
y entirely different than getblank spots in your client's s t o ~ is
ting them to change their story. The latter is improper. The
former is good lawyering. When you g a over your client's
story with them, the trick is to get them to be able to answer
those questions which will necessarily come up.
An example of this type of problemis when your client says
that he went to the store and he knows he came home, but
whe~lyou ask how Long was he at the store, he can't say, By
asking a series of questions, you
be able to determine
everything he did while he was gone. You'll be able to determine what time he left and what time he returned. He'll know
for example, whether it was light or dark when he left and
when he returned. If he's a nol.mal client, he'll be ahle to tell
you what television show(s) was on before he left, and what
was on after he teturned. In this fashion, by going over the
story repeated% the entire sto~ywill come out, and your client
will remember it all when he tells it in court. I have seen a
witness who was slow and tentative when telling the story
change into a confident witness who was certain about every
detail of his testimony. Nothing had changed substantially
hom when he f i s t told me his stoiy, he was just more certain
3f it. The crowning moment came when an over-confident
psecsor triedto challenehiman h i s ~ ~ n d of
i t theevenn
i~
sf the day in question. His eyes sparkled as he told his story
ind evelyone in the courtroom h e w he was telliug the truth.

Final Preparations ('It's Showtime")

I
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Before the morning of trial, there are certain pleadings
which you should have prepa~~d.
If my client has not rejected
he State's offer on the record (at anaignment, for example), I
have him sign an "Acknowledgment of Plea Bargain."
rt recites the terms of the State's offer, statm my recommenlation, and advises the trial court that he is rejecting the offer
IS his free act and deed.
If your client has never been convicted of a.felony and pmlation is a legal possibility, prepare an application For pmha-

I
I

I

tion. Note that, if your client intends to try to get probation,
the application must be acknowledged in front of a notary or
other officer authorized to administer oaths.
By the morning of t~ial,you will have explained to your
client that he or she can elect to have the jury assess punishment in the event he is found guilty. I prepare an "Election as
to Punishment," in which I recommend either the judge or jury
and have a place for my client to select either judge or jury.
Additionally, I always prepare a "Motion to Shuffle the
Veniw," in which1 ask the trial cou~tto "cause the names of all
persons on the panel assigned to this case to be placed in a receptacle and shuffled and to order that thenames selected therefrom
be listed in the order drawn on the jury list," pursuant to Article
35.11, V.A.C.C.P. You can wait to request a shuffle until after
you have seen the venir~seated. It must be irequested, howevel;
befo~ewh. dire begins. Williams 11. S m , 719 S.W.2d 573
('Iex.Cr.App. 1986). Additionally, a hid coua can only shuffle
the names once, ~egardlessof which side requests the shuffle.
Chappell v. State, 850 S.W.2d 508 (Tex.Cr.App. 1993).
Some things to remember. Failure to have your client's
application for probation sworn to is probably ineffective
assistance per se. Also, like the motion to shuffle, your eleetion as to punishment and the application foi probation must
each be filed with the trial court before voir dim begins.
Reviewing the Juror Information Cards: Depending on
where you practice, the juror information cards will he wailable anywhere from an hour to two days before voir dire
begins. Obviously, the more time you have, the better theinitial review that can be accomplished. I use this to t ~ yto
ascertain answers to questions I would otheiwise personally
ask of veniremembers. Also, I use the cards to determine
which qnestions I will ask, and to identify potentially objectionable members of the venire. I am aware that this encourages the use of stereotypes in jury selection, hut, then again, I
believe in the validity of stereotypes in july selection.
Gettine into character: Every good trial attorney has a persona they assume for trial. In Texas, it seems that the standard alter ego is a cross between Perry Mason, Matlock, and
Joe Bob Briggs. I have seen highly educated attorneys, both
intelligent an articulate, become snuff dipping, wold gutting
(say "em are duks"), cowboy poets with country accents (say
"thangs"), who slip into an "aw shucks" mode as soon as the
first venire member is on the courthouse grounds. Personally,
I have adopted a more aggressive plesence. The cartoon on
the light appeared on my desk one day when I was still a law
student at Texas Tech. Nobody ever admitted the use of pen
and white-out to make the lawyer depicted in it look like me
(
have
I always accused Jim Aldsidge), but it is clear that my
courtroom demeauo~was aheady apparent. Depending on
how close your trial persona is to your true personality, you
may needmore orless time to get into character. Personally,
all it takes nor for me now is to pause, imo~ediatelyhefole I
enter the courtroom, long enough to draw a breath and say
(under that breath), "it's showtime! Whatever it takes for
you, take that time and do it.

While it is h a d to say when is the best time to begin preparing for trial, it is clear that it is u s the Friday before a
Monday trial.
Good planning begins moments after you become involved
in a case. The earlier you begin preparing, the more prepared
you will be. Each of us knows that, in most cases, the outcome will not be changed by your preparation, regardless of
how much you prepare. I know, however, that I have
obtained not guilty verdicts in at least two cases in which my
client was probably guilty, and in which the State could have
and probably should have obtained a guilty verdict hut didn't
- because the State's attorneys had not spent as much time
prepaling for trial as I had spent, and didn't know the case as
well as I did.
I believe that, if you are the person in the courtroom who
knows the facts better that anyone who wasn't present at the
time the alleged offense was committed, you stand a much
greater chance of rep~esentingyour client to the fullest. I
always tly to know the facts better than anyone else in the
courtroom. If you do this, you will find trial work easier, and
more iewarding.

*

David A. Schtrlmnr~is a Board-cert@ed crii~tinaldefense
a t t o ~ m y1n private pracfica (with par~nerKaqd Jean Krng) in
Austin, and fortnerly held t l i ~positions of Staff Attorney and
Ethics Advisor to the Court of Criminal Appeals. David
received his B.A. in Criminal Justice and Sociology fmm the
Univergity of Nevada in Lns Vegas 61 1982, and his J.D.fr.orn
Texas Tech Univemify Scltool of Lnbv in 1986.
Kargl Jgaenn Krug is a crinrinnl defeuse aftontey in private
practice (with partner David A, Scltubnan) in Austin, and formerly worked as a briefing attorney for Jndge Charles F.
Baird at the Cou11of Crinrinnl Al~penkK a ~ y lreceived her
B.A. and M.A. in English, in 1984 and 1989 respectively,.@om
the Unisersity of Texas at Arrstin; and received her J.D. from
the Uni~wrsilyofHouston Lnw Cente~in 1992.

you are perilously ckwe to a contempt citation!

Conclusion

Simply put, preparing for trial encompasses just that prepation. If it was ever appropriate, the days of tiying a
criminal jury trial "by the seat of your pants" is long gone.
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The Notice of Appeal
in a Guilty Plea Case
in 1994. Lyon v. S f n d and Davis v.
Lyon, the Court of Criminal
Appeals wrote:
Therefore, we hold Rule 40(b)CI)
requires a defendant, in an appeal
from a plea bargained conviction,
to obtain the trial court's permis
sion to appeetl any matter in the
case a c e p t for those matters
raised by writ- motion and ruled
on before tdal. (citations omitted)
A defendant's "general" notice of
appeal confers no jurisdiction on a
Court of Appeals to address noujurisdictional defects or errors that
occur before or after entry of the
plea; a defendant's notice of
appeal has to comply with the
applicable provisions of the % u p
clause of Rule 40(h)(I) to confer
jurisdiction on a Court of Appeals
to address the& types of defects or
errors. (citations omitted) A
"general" notice of appeal confers
jurisdiction on a Court of Appeals
to address only jurisdictional
issue&. (eitatious omittedy

State7. In

.I

in which the appellate courts refuse ta

address the merits of an issue because

By Robert Udushen

the notice of appeal from a plea bargained conviction was defective,' This

article discusses the requirements for drafting a proper notice of
appeal in a guilty plea case and the types of issues that can be
raised on appeal with and without a well-drafted notice of appeal.

The Notice of Appeal
The notice of appeal in a c~YminaIcase must he in writing and must he filed
to
with the c l e ~ kof the trial court? It need state d y that the defendant
appeal from the judgment or other appealable order! A special notice of appeal
is required, however, in order to complam on appeal about non-jurisdictional
defects or errors connected with the entry of aguilty or nolo contendere plea atismg-out o f a pleabargain agreementt_Ihthatjnstance,_theapplicabl~e
rule states:
if the judgment was renderedupon his plea of guilty or nolo contendei'e
pursuant to Article 1.15. Code of Criminal Procedure, and the punishment
as8essc.d does not exceed the punishment recommended by tha prosecutor
and agreed to by the defenhnt and his attorney, in order to prosecute an
appeal for a nonjurisdlctional defect or e m f that m n e d prior to entry of
the plea the notice shall state that the trial court granted permission to
appeal or shail specify that those matters were raised by written motion and
mled on befo~rtt14al.J

. ..

Negotiated Guilty Pleas
The Court of Criminal Appeals attempted to clwify rhe law suwounding an
appeal from a plea-bargained convicfion in two opinions issued on the same day

Although the rule of appellate procedure gpvermng notices of nppeal mentions only errors "that occamed prior to
entry of the plea" in its proviso requiring
a sp?&~aI hotice of appeal from a plea
bargained conviction, the Court of
Criminal Appeals interpccted the rule to
apply to errors that occurred before or
after entry of the plea.' The Court
claimed that such an interpretation was
necessary in order to maintain codstency between interpretations of the rule of
appellate procedure and pre-rules
ca~elaw.'~According to the Court of
Criminal Appeals, Rule 40@)(11should
be lead as if it were written as follows:
". . i n order to prosecute an
appeal for a (1) nonjurisdictional

.

defect [occurring before or after the plea], or (2) error
that occurred prior to entry of the plea, the notice shall
state that the trial court granted permission to appeal or
shall specify that those matters were raised by written
motion and ruled on before trial . .""

.

In a similar expansion of the language of Rule 40(b)(l), the
Court of Criminal Appeals interpreted the wold 'tjudgment"
in the proviso requiring a special notice of appeal from a plea
bargained judgment to include an appeal fiam an order deferring adjudication of guilt if deferred adjudication was recommended by the prosecutor in a plea bargain agreement."
According to the Court, the requirements of Rule 40(b)(l) al'e
applicable even if the prosecutor did not recommend a specific punishment in the event guilt is later adjudicated.13
It is clear that the Rule 40(b)(l) language must appear in
the notice of appeal from a plea bargained convietion in order
to authorize an appellate conrt to consider non-jurisdictional
eirors on appeal. The mere incantation of the language of the
Role 40(b)(l) proviso in the notice of appeal, however, is not
enough to insure that a court of appeals will consider the merits of non-jurisdictional complaints. The statements in the
notice of appeal that the trial court granted permission to
appeal or that the matters appealed were raised by written
motion ruled on before trial n~ustbe tme.'* The record must
support the statements in the notice of appeal or else all nonjurisdictional defects are waived."

Non-Negotiated Guilty Pleas
No special notice of appeal is required in connection with
an appeal fiom a guilty or nolo contendere plea enteied without benefit of a plea bargain. A simple notice stating the
desire to appeal from the judgment is s~fficient.'~The entry
of a guilty or nolo contendere plea without a plea bargain
agreement, however, severely limits the types of issues that
may be raised on appeal. In Hebns v. State17,the Court of
Criminal Appeals stated:
[Wlhere a plea of gnilty is voluntarily and understandingly made, all non-jurisdictional defects including
claimed deprivation of f e d a d due process are waived.''

sues such as the sufficiency of the evidence to support a
onviction and ineffective assistance of counsel cannot be
onsidered on appeal from a negotiated guilty plea if there
ras no compliance with Rule 40(b)(1)?' Nor can the trial
ourt's ruling on a motion to suppress evidence be considered
y the appellate conit unless the appellant complied with Rule
O(b)(l)?3 The constitutional and statutory qualifications of a
ial judge to hear a paflicular case, however, are jurisdictionI and may be iwiewed on appeal even when there was no
ompliance with Rule 40(b)(l)."

~oluntarinessof the Plea
Regardless of whether a guilty or nolo contendere plea was
ntered pursuant to a plea bargain agreement, the voluntariess of the plea may always be challenged on appeal.?s
leither the H e l m nde nor Rule 40(b)(l) prevents the considration of the volnntariness of a plea on appeal?'

Misdemeanor Pleas
I t is not entirely clear whether compliance with Rule
O(b)(l) is necessary in order to pursue an appeal from a coniction based on a guilty plea in a misdemeanor case?' The
afest practice, therefore, would be to comply with Rule
O(b)(l) in appeaIing a misdemeanor conviction arising out of
plea bargain.

orms
The following forn~of a notice of appeal is'sufficient to
woke appellate jurisdiction in cases not governed by Rule
O(hI(1):

is a Recognized Specialty in Texas!

I

In one sense, a defendant appealing from a non-negotiated
guilty plea may have a broader right of appeal than a person
appealing from a judgment based on a negotiated plea. This
is because defendants who plead guilty or nolo contendere
without benefit of a plea bargain may raise claims of error
occuiring at or after entry of the ~ 1 e a . lOn
~ the other band,
defendants who enter into a plea bargain agreement gain the
advantage of being able to appeal non-jurisdictional defects
that occurred before ently of the plea if they comply with the
requirements of Rule 40(b)(1).2"

Jurisdictional Errors
"Jurisdiction" refers to the power of the court over the subject matter of the case and the p e r m of the accu~ed.~'
Unless
a claimed error on appeal goes to the jurisdiction of the court,
it is waived in the context of a plea bargained conviction
absent compliance with Rule 40(b)(l). The entry of a nonnegotiated guilty or nolo contendere plea waives non-jurisdictional error if the error occurred before entry of the plea.
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NO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS 5

IN THE

COURT

5
VS.

$j -JUDICIAL DISTRICT

Q
8

-COUNTY, TEXAS

NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:

, Defendant, and files this
COMES NOW
notice of appeal to the Court of Appeals for the
, Texas, from
Supreme Judicial District of Texas at
the judgment entered in this cause.
Respectfully submitted,
In a case that is governed by Rule 40(b)(l) the following
form of a notice of appeql should he used:

NO.
THE STATE OF TEXAS

Q

8
VS.

$

IN THE

COURT

-JUDICraL DISTRICT

Q
$

COUNIY,TEXAS

NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:

, Defendant, and files this
COMES NOW
notice of appeal to the Court of Appeals for the
, Texas, from
Supreme Judicial District of Texae at
the judgment entered in €hiscause.
Defendant was found guilty upon his plea of guilty entered
pursuant to the provisions of Article 1.15 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure and the punishment assessed Defendant
did not exceed the punishment recommended by the prosecutor and agreed to by Defendant and his attorney. Defendant
desires to appeal (the denial of his written pretrial motion
That motion was filed and ruled on before
for
Defendant's trial.)(the following issues:
which the trial court granted Defendant permission to appeal.)
~ i s & c t f u l lsubmitted,
~

Assuming the record supports the statements in this notice
of appeal, then all non-jurisdictional issues listed in the notice
may be raised and considered on appeal.
I* Robert N. Udashen is a partner in the Dallas firm of
Milner, Lohel, Goranson, Sorrels, Udashen & Wells. Mr.
Udashen is Board Certified in Criminal Law. He handles
both state and federal criminal trials and appeals. Mr.
Udashen was formerly with the Staff Counsel forlnmates
at the Texas Department of Colrectians.

2. See, e.g. Niles v. State, No. 2-95-288-CR flex. App. - Fort
Worth October 3, 1996)(refusc to consider sufticiency of
evidence); Grealsinger v. State, 881 S.W.2d 18 (Tex. App. Houston pst DisL] 1994, pet. refd)(refuse to consider denial
of continuance); Moreno v. State, 866 S.W.2d 660 (Tex.
App. - Houston [Ist Dist.] 1993, no pet.)(~fusto consider
denial of motion to suppms]; Gatlin v. Safe, 863 S.W.2d
236 (Tex. App. - Houston [14th Dist.] 1993, no pet.)refuse
to consider denial of motion to suppress); Rodriguez v.
State, 844 S.W.2d 905 flex. App. - San Antonio 1992, pet.
ref d)(refuse to consider denial of motion to suppress).
3. TEX. R. APP. R. 40(b)(l).
4. Id.
5. Id. (TEX.CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 1.15 (Vernon
1 9 2 referred to in the rule requires the introduction of
evidence into the record to support a judgment rendered
upon a guilty or nolo contendere plea entered by a defendant after waiving the right to a jury trial).
6. 872 S.W.2d 732 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994).
7. 870 S.W.2d 43 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994).
8. L~tonv. Srate, srrpra at 736.
9. 14.
10. Id. at 734-736 (citing Morris v. State, 749 S.W.2d 772
(Tex. Crim. App. 1986)).
11. Davis v. Stafe, supra at 46.
12. Watson v. State, 924 S.W.2d 711 (Ten. Crim. App. 1996).
13. M.at 714-715.
14. Solis v. State, 890 S.W.2d 518, 520 (Tex. App. - Dallas
1994, no pet).
also see Hutchins 17. Stafe, 887 S.W.2d 207, 209
15.
(Tex. App. - Austin 1994, pet. ref'd)(appeal not perfected
when record contradicts declarations in notice of appeal).
16. TEX. R. APP. 40(h)(l].
17. 484 S.W.2d 925 (Tex. Crim. App. 1972).
18. Id.at 927 (citations omitted); also see King v. State, 687
S.W.2d 762, 766 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985)(guilty plea to
j u ~ ywaives all non-jurisdictional defects that occurred
prior to entry of plea).
19. &, e.g. Jack v. State, 871 S.W.2d 741,742 Vex. Crim.
App. 1994)(lowercourt erred in failing ta reach merits of
claim that extraneous offense improperly introduced at
punishment phase).
20. TEX. R,APP. P. 40(b)(l); also see Lyon v. Sfafe,supra.
21. Fai,fieldv. State, 610 S.W.2d 771,779 f l e ~ Crim.
.
App.
198l)(quoted with appmval in Lyon v. State, supra.
22. Lyon v. Safe,mpra at 736; The sufficienoy of the evidence to
syport c j u d g m ~ app+tly_an
t
&challenged =appeal
fmm a non-negotiated plea. See, Helms v. Sate, supm
23. Davis v. State, supra at 46.
24. Lyon v. State, supra.
25. Flamrs v. Stare, No. 1431-95 (Tex. Crim. App. October
30, 1996).
26. Id.
27. Lemmons v. State, 818 S.W.2d 58, 62-63 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1991)
(Rule40(b)(l) notice is not necessary in misdemeanor cases:
the customary written notice of appeal is sufficient to invoke
appellate jurisdiction); but see, Taylor v. State, 916 S.W.2d
680, 684-685 flex. App. Wac0 1996, pet. ref d)(special
notice of appeal is required in misdemeanor case). *
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Jail Mail
By Judge Larry Gist

T

he Supreme Court of the United States has upheld the

infroduction of proper gang- affiliation evidence against
an accused in certain limited circumstances. See United

States V, Abel, 105 S.Ct. 465,469 U.S. 45,83 L.Ed.2d 450 (1984);

see also Barclay

I?.

Florida, 103 S.Ct. 3418, 463 U S . 939, 77

L.Ed.2d 1134 (1983). However, the same Court has decreed as
ut~constitutional,a statute which authorizes the consideration of
evidence by a sentencing authority that is contrary to the First and
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. See
Znnt v. Stepltens, 462 US. 862, 103 S.Ct. 2733, 77 L.Ed.2d 235

(1983) (aggravating circumstance held invalid where jury was
authorized to draw adverse inferences from constitutionally protected conduct) (Id. at 885, 103 S.Ct. at 2747). Recently, the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals has had several opportunities to address
the constitutionality of gang-affiliation evidence, particularly with
regard to First Amendment right of association concerns, but has
thus far intentionally skirted the issue. See e.g., Beasley v. State,
902 S.W.2d 452, 455-457 (Tex.Crim.App. 1995); Anderson

11.

State, 901 S.W.2d 946, 950 (Tex.Crim.App. 1995); Mason v. State,

905 S.W.2d 570,576-577-(Tex.C3irn,App.
1995)-

-

-

Eve~ybody,and I mean eve~ybody,who wolks in the c~in~inal
justice syStem
receives volumes of mail evely week. Some of us probably get more than many
celeh~itiesand movie stars.
Sonletimes, you get those wonderful letters in which somebody thanks you for
doing an especially good job and bringing justice to a case. I generally get about
'?,
one of those a year! But I'm s u e others get a lot more.
But most of my mail comes fiom the jail or prison. Sp many of the people I
deal with on a "professional" basis end up confined son~ewhereand soon figure
out that they we not "happy campers."
What better way to express that than to contact the sentencing judge. Jail
mail usually comes in two distinct types. There are those letters that are th~eat-

ening, and others where somebody
wants a favor.
Let's look at the first category. I will
never forget getting a letter from an
inmate in our jail who was charged
with capital murder. He expressed in
v~viddetail how much he wanted to kill
me and how he had figured out the way
to do it.
It was his plan, he said, to chop off
my head at the top of a hill and watch it
loll down to the bottom. Now that was
a creative idea, since there isn't a hill
within miles of Beaumont. But more
impoltantly, to make sure I clearly
unde~stoodhis plan, he had d~awna pictute of his intentions.
His drawing showed him standing
upright and holding this enormous ax
that had just severed my fat beatded little head which was rolling neatly down
the hill. The really unusual thing was
that he drew the entire picture in his
own blood.
Needless to say when he came to
trial, the prosecutor introduced the letter and drawing into evidence. One of
the things the state has to prove in a
capital murder punishment healing is
that the defendant in all probability
will continue to commit criminal acts
of violence in the future and be a continuing threat to society. His own lett e ~ended up bebg usedagabst him.
He was given the death penalty and
executed last year.
Lawyers tell inmates all of the time
not to write anybody, but few heed the
t
by their
advice and most get h u ~ more
own letters than by any evidence the
State can produce.
The other type of letter involves a
~equestfor some type of favorable treatment. Again, lawyers tell their clients
not to do this but it seldom hampers
their continued activities. I guess the

type of letter that offends me the most is one that starts something like: "Good morning, your honor. I certainly hope you
are feeling fine." Or "Merry Christmas, and I hope God blesses you and yours."
Come on, guys. Do yon really think anybody believes that?
At least the threatening letters are genuine expressions. But
those "brown nose" messages are hardly ever effective.
The "Request For Time Cut" letters come in batches every
week. Apparently there is somebody in prison that tells
inmates that they can write the sentencing judge and get a
reduction of sentence. Probably they have to pay something
to these jail house lawyers to get this worthless and absolutely
incorrect advice. But over and over again, hew they come.
The remedy they seek is legally impossible to grant. But the
flow of mail continues.
Then there are the mixed message letters. Inmates start off
with such pleasant greetings. Then they ask that certain things
be sent to them so that they can sue me. Every criminal judge
gets these all of the time. Now think about this for a moment.
Would anybody with any sense want to help somebody sue
them? But the flow of mail continues.
Of course there are always plenty of complaint letters that I
have absolutely no control over. Like messages complaining
that the potatoes were cold at lonch, or that somebody else got
to be a trustee that wasn't as yualified as the letter ivriter.
Life just has its little ups and downs, doesn't it?
Judges are not alone in the receipt of mail. Lawyers,
especially those appointed by the Court, are constantly
getting messages from jail. I guess we should all just
expect it. When an inmate is sitting in a cell with nothing
better to do, then why not mess with the system that in so
many of their minds is responsible for their unjustified
incarceration.
Some of the stuff is of top quality literary value. A lawyer
friend of mine received the following poem from one of his
appointed clients:
"Dear Judiciously, Honorable Sir; I hope you do fully
concur; For I anxiously await; The eventual date; That yo11
spring me out of this stir. "1 know it won't be long; Their
case can't he that strong; It'll fall right apart; When the proceedings do start; Of course, though, I could be wrong. "I
don't even know how they tagged it; My situation truly is
tragic; But however they word it; We'll win with the verdict; When you work your lawyerly magic. "About the first
little zinger; The sorry little misdemeanor; I have received a
report; They'll take it in J.P. Court; And my record will be
no less the cleaner. "About the one they just filed; It's a
dirty lie,most vile; If my probation it'll affect; Then I suggest we elect; To fight it in examining trial. "Now about
that felony theft; The only one that's left; If probation
they'll give; I can take it and live; And feel very good with
myself. "I am still awaiting your letter; I know I'm a miserable debtor; But your quick correspondence; Will relieve
my despondence; And I'll feel a hell of a lot better. "So I
will be watching the mail; I know that you will not fail; Just
give it a whack; And may God bless your back; And
remember, I'M IN JAIL."
Another crafty inmate wrote to his lawyer: "All told, I've

been confined fifteen flat months. Thank you for your forbearance through all of these ordeals. Stern captains have
abandoned ships in calmer seas than we've seen."
And there is plenty of correspondence about legal fees.
One inmate wrote: "By the way, I don't remember having
signed a form for you to receive your just due for defending
me in this case. Catch me before Friday morning or it might
be a while. On the other hand, don't catch me. That will
leave you some incentive for wanting to see me out that
much sooner."
One of my favorite letters to a lawyer: "There has been a
development. It seems that the old man in the incident is
somewhat well known in downtown. From information that
I have gathered from within the jail, he and his pets inhabit
an abandoned church. He is supposed to be called Mr.
King or Mr. Keen -1'11 check and make sure. Whatever,
he does appear to be locatable. Whether or not he can be
persuaded to come cleau is a different story. Of course, the
best imaginable scenario is one in which the old man takes
the stand, admits all, and sinks the State's case. Scenario
11. The old man is subpoenaed, takes the stand, denies all
but is goaded through your skillful, strategic questions to
make a dramatic witness-stand confession. An extremely
dangerous roll of the dice, but then of course we have
nerves of steel."
There are so many more that need review but I have to go
now. Themail just anived!!!
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